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The Path to the Top
Y

ou have probably heard the old adage that there are three types of people in the
world: those who make things happen, those who watch things happen , and those
who ask ‘What happened?’
In business, there is a comparable rule. Either you are an agent of change, or you’re
destined to become a victim of change. You simply cannot survive over the long term if
you insist on standing still. I was reminded of that rule recently when a friend of mine
asked me about my strategy for improving ACCOUNTANTS TODAY .
‘Take the publishing business,” he said. ‘The market is already saturated and various
titles for dif ferent market segments are already available. How will you position
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY and transform it into a well respected accountancy magazine
when you have to compete against similar, local and foreign, well-established publications?’
The answer is simple: We will do it by transforming ACCOUNTANTS TODAY as an
agent of change.
Moving forward, most people think it is hard to start a ‘new endeavour’ when they have
to go up against a lot of experienced competitors. For one thing, you know that other
people are making money in the market, so there is a good chance you can make money
as well. You also know that the market is educated. That means you would not have to
spend time and money explaining to customers what you do, what you are selling and
why they should buy it – always an expensive proposition.
But while customer education is not usually a problem in a competitive market, you do
face another obstacle. Somehow you have to persuade customers to leave their current
supplier and sign with you. Most people will make the switch only if you are charging less
or offering more than your competitors. Or both.
Figuring how to do that is easier in some types of business than in others. Some prefer
industries in which companies have a tried-and-true formula they have been following for
years and years. When everybody has been making money in the same way for a long
time, people tend to get complacent. They assume they know all there is to know about
the business. So if someone tries a different approach, they dismiss it. ‘He doesn’t know
what he is doing,’ they say.
When your competitors have that attitude, you have the golden opportunity. With a little
imagination, you can come up with innovation that will allow you to start driving the
industry.
In this month’s cover story, ACCOUNTANTS TODAY , brings you the man behind Air
Asia’s success story, which adapts the similar concept of ‘being the agent of change’. As
the CEO and part-owner of Air Asia, Tony Fernandes has lead the transformation of a
money-losing airline into a tiny but profitable commercial brand in a part of the world
that has yet to see much of the vaunted low-fare revolution. His innovations have broadened
horizons for thousands of Malaysians for whom an air journey previously was unthinkable.
Happy Reading! AT

Editor
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say.
We want to hear from you on just about anything that appears in
each issue of ACCOUNTANTS TODAY. Why not drop us a line now?

CONTRIBUTION OF ARTICLES
Accountants Today welcomes original and previously unpublished contributions which are of interest to
accountants, executives and scholars. Manuscripts should cover domestic or international accounting
developments. Lifestyle articles of interest to accountants are also welcomed.
Manuscripts should be submitted in English or Bahasa Malaysia and range from 2,500 to 5,000 words
(double-spaced, typed pages). They should be submitted in hardcopy and diskette (3.5 inch) form in Microsoft
Word or Lotus Wordpro. Manuscripts are subject to a review procedure and the Editor reser ves the right to
make amendments which may be appropriate prior to publication.
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O

ne of my pet hates (among many others)
is how poor our recruitment approaches
are in Malaysia, especially those dealing with
a senior or high-ranking position. (This does
not mean I condone condescending approaches to lower positions).
Many a time, I find the recruitment process
in Malaysia to be ancient in concept and at
times a complete waste of money in practice.
We seem to be on a clockwork type of mentality
when it comes to recruitment strategy.
Human resource in Malaysia is a ver y
general and ‘dan lain-lain’ category as far as
my experiences to date show. Human resource
being the most priceless asset one can have
sometimes is not given adequate thought process in organisations. The organisations that
deal with ‘brains’ service, i.e. knowledge and
professional services need to pay more attention than the others.
I have always been a proponent of excellent
human resource management. Unfortunately
in my years of experience the human resource
function is either misunderstood or abused by
both practitioners and employers. This perhaps
starts from the recruitment stage itself.
Therefore when it comes to recruitment, I
find the following requirements mind boggling
to say the least at the application stage.
1 Photographs — does one hire based on looks?
2 Photocopy of Identity Cards — I am sure
illegal immigrants will not be applying for
a Senior Manager’s position at a bank.
3 Photocopies of all certificates — what for,
these can be viewed at the interview if one’s
application reaches that stage.
4 Pay slips — back door market survey of
what others pay?

The above are the requirements that I find
to be absolutely a waste of time and money.
Imagine the poor job seeker who has to fork
out good and precious money to entertain
these requests?
A good interviewer will be able to vet based
on the CV and discussion with the candidate.
Then there is this form-filling exercise when you
turn up for an inter view. This is also not
necessary; one has already submitted a CV. That
is sufficient. In fact in one instance, I remember
writing my family members occupations as
being a brain surgeon and a rocket scientist.
Suffice to say this was never noticed as no one
actually looks at these things unless you are
actually offered the job at which point you can
comply with all and sundry.
If we are to become knowledge leaders, we
have to first upgrade our recruitment practices
to that of a First World rather than Third World.
Then there are other euphemisms or general statements made by recruitment experts,
which I wish to discuss here. These are some
of the criteria that recruitment agents tend to
say is lacking in candidates.

Short-term assignment
Employees generally look suspiciously at
short term assignments with disdain not so
much for being inflexible but more so as these
assignments generally do not fulfil aspirations
and will not look good in one’s CV. Malaysians
still think that if you have many short term
assignments in your CV, you look like a person
who cannot hold a job.

Greater sense of responsibility
I do not think there are that many who do
not take their careers seriously, it is just difficult to talk to recruiters and interviewers who
might not be well-versed with the life of a job
seeker and who tend to ask silly questions like
why one wishes to leave the present job when
that is immaterial as most jobs require experience and you do not get that without working
and leaving somewhere else first.

Good communication skills and
effectively bilingual
This is a most misused phrase, as I do not
think that employers really bother about this
skill. The bilingual criteria is mostly to hire a
specific language-speaking candidate. It is only
a euphemism. In my many years of experience,
those who cannot for the least be considered
to have good communication skills tend to be
hired over those who have based on other criteria. Just call any company out there and ask
for a person holding a senior position and you
will know how good the skill sets are.

Customer service and selling skills
I agree with this but how is one to gauge
these skills if say one is hiring for a back room
operation although I think customer service
skills need not be held only for people dealing
with outside par ties. Human Resource,
Administration and Finance personnel
servicing in-house also need to assimilate these
skills but this is rarely the case in our local market place.

Adaptability
Again, I think this is a euphemism for hiring
someone to do all the work. What will result is a
jack of all trades and a master of none. Adaptability is also a get-out-of-jail card for employers who
have got their resource planning wrong and insist
that one changes to other departments instead.
Do you not think that if one comes in to do a job
with a particular outlook then one needs the stability to sustain a happy environment?
My opinion of most articles written about how
to make yourself marketable and recruitmentfriendly is just ‘gobbledegook’ prevalent in a
market where supply exceeds demand and it
therefore gives rise to all these self-styled experts and messiahs who will write tons of advice
which is as good as giving sand to the Arabs.

Radha K. Vengadasalam
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NAC 2003

Get Ready to Reach the

1519 Delegates at NAC 2002

Summit

Jamling Tenzing Norgay,
mountaineer cum world-class
motivational expert

NATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS CONFERENCE ’03
6 - 7 October 2003
(Monday & Tuesday)
Sunway Pyramid International Convention Centre
NAC 2003 Conference Highlights

Indonesia’s

Ruth Sahanaya
Joanne Yeoh
Malaysia’s Vanessa Mae
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The curtain is about to rise on one of Malaysia's biggest
events, the National Accountants Conference 2003. A
spectacle that will feature some of our country's most
prominent corporate achievers, well-known international
corporate personalities as well as experts from a wide
spectrum of industries. Like the dynamic spirit of Jamling
Tenzing Norgay — the world's most famous mountaineer
who has transformed himself into a world-class speaker on
leadership and motivation — a renewed sense of confidence,
purpose and rejuvenation is engulfing the
Conference this year. An the excitement goes on. Join
Jamling and a few other great speakers at the National
Accountants Conference, October 6-7 2003. It's time to start
transforming.

J

amling is a fitting choice for this
year’s National Accountants Conference (NAC), which centres on
positive transformation through
inspiring success stories. By sharing
Jamling and his late father, Tenzing’s experience vicariously, it is hoped that accountants will be stimulated to pursue
fresh challenges and push the envelope of
their lives.
Other pioneers will also share their inspirational stories at the NAC. Closer to
home, Mr. Air Asia — Tony Fernandes —
will relate his transformation of Air Asia,
Malaysia’s first no-frills airline, into that
rarity — a profitable airline. Dato’
Lawrence Chan, celebrity training consultant and winner of multiple awards, will talk
about how he motivates and guides people
to overcome challenges and fulfil their potential. Dr. Foo Check Teck, a prominent
scholar and analyst of Sun Tzu’s war strategies will provide a salient perspective on
how to apply Sun Tzu’s tactics in today’s
competitive business environment.
Apart from featuring diverse personalities from off the beaten track, the NAC will
also focus on issues directly affecting the
accountancy profession. From 6 until 7
October 2003, the NAC will highlight and
explore professional development issues
and dissect how the accountancy profession can further transform its strategic
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roles and how accountants can work effectively in a truly global and competitive environment.
Accountants are no longer mere number
cr unchers. Their data gathering and
processing skills have been replaced by
technology, which is capable of churning
out data at immense speeds. However, the
accountant’s ability to guide his/her clients
through this overwhelming mountain of
data has become even more crucial. Now,
more than ever, businesses, companies and
individuals are dependent on accountants
for advice and analysis. Skilled accountants
who understand the new status quo thus
command a premium.
To create this upgraded and enhanced
version of the traditional accountant, the
NAC will present ways in which accountants can become holistic, strategic and independent information professionals. This
new breed of accountants will be able to
tap vast databases and access information
that helps to improve efficiency and create
a competitive advantage. Truly, accountants must be positioned to take advantage
of the Information Age.
Transformation will be key to creating
the new accountant. With this in mind, the
NAC 2003 will revolve around the theme
of “The Transforming Profession : New
Strategic Roles in the Organisation.”
Knowledge acquisition will also be im-

perative for the metamorphosis of modern
accountants. With the help of professional
accountancy bodies such as ACCA, ICAEW
UK, CIMA, ICA Australia, CPA Australia
and MICPA, the NAC has lined up a glittering panel of foreign and local speakers. NAC
will explore the following key topics :
䡲 Tips for doing Business in China.
䡲 Issues and Challenges in Measuring &
Managing Performance.
䡲 Competition Policy — A Bane or Boon.
䡲 Human Capital Management.
䡲 Managing Intellectual Property Rights.
䡲 The Power of Creative Intelligence.
䡲 Enterprise Governance.
䡲 Environmental Reporting.
Also on the itinerary will be forums on
“Exporting Our Services Industry” as well
as Practice Review, which will be addressed by a cross-section of prominent industry personalities. These lively sessions
promise to be informative, as discussions
will revolve around current developments
and controversies.
As in yesteryears, the NAC will also be
a valuable platform for networking and
gaining new information about developments in the global accounting fraternity
that affect the very core of international
commerce. Accountants must not squander the chance to mingle with industr y
leaders, policy makers, decision makers
and innovators at the NAC 2003, which is
an ideal setting to source for business contacts and strike deals.
Throughout the years, the NAC has
grown from strength to strength, and successfully built camaraderie among the accounting community. Annually, the number of NAC participants have increased.
NAC 2003 is expected to play host to 2,000
participants, compared to 1,500 in 2002.
Take this stellar opportunity to join the
ranks of the inspired. The NAC will be held
at the Sunway Pyramid Convention Center from 6-7 October 2003. If you require
further information, please contact the
Communications Department at 03-2279
9255, 03-2279 9256 or visit our website at
www.mia.org.my AT
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He’s Done it

His Way
E

Tony Fernandes fought piracy when he was on air in
the music industry. Now he’s
fighting quite a different war
in the air with his no-frills
airline.

ver yone at the lunch table
started making sly remarks
about Air Asia’s ability in
meeting flight schedules
when the host announced that guest
speaker Tony Fernandes would be late.
Quite unfair, really, since the chap just flew
in from Jakarta in the morning and actually had to rely on land transportation to
get from his office at Kuala Lumpur International Airport to downtown KL.
But once he arrived, just as dessert was
served, and started talking on stage, all
apprehensions seemed to evaporate. Here
was a maverick, someone who had gone
against all odds and a chartered accountant
to boot.

By Habsah Marjuni
Understandably, the audience, a majority of whom were accountants, warmed up
to this erudite and affable man who’s taken
the regional aviation industry by storm.
Such was the scene at the recent CIMA
Employers’ Luncheon Talk organised under the CPD Talk of the Month series.
Who is Tony Fernandes?
His is not a rag to riches story. His is
entrepreneurship at its best where the
players (aka Fernandes and par tners)
succeeded with little political patronage.
Air Asia is indeed a remarkable example
of low pricing against premium, volume
against upmarket, no-frills against award
winning inflight hospitality. And the man
in the pilot seat is an accountant who made

Picture courtesy of Air Asia

Tony Fernandes...broadening the horizons of air
travelling for thousands of Malaysians
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his mark in the music industry.
Fernandes started out as a young executive
at the finance department of London-based
Virgin Records after graduating from the London
School of Economics in the mid-1980s. Then, he
moved to Warner Music UK, supposedly to chart
a more promising career in finance.
“But I’ve always been intrigued by the
marketing side of the music industry. I wanted
to join the marketing team but was never given
the opportunity. Had this stigma that when
you’re trained as an accountant, must remain
an accountant,” Fernandes recounted.
Fortunately, his persistence was noticed by
the chairman of the company and when there
was an opening in Malaysia, he was asked to
go back and head the Warner Music team in
KL.
“You know, I didn’t even ask what my salary
would be. I was too excited and nervous too. I
was only 27 then, knew next to nothing about
signing up artists or selling records. But I told
myself, this is an opportunity that I must grab
and it was up to me to make my own luck,” he
said.
As the general manager of Warner Music
and later on as its managing director,
Fernandes eventually became a heavyweight
in the Malaysian music industr y. When he
resigned after 12 years, he was already the
vice-president for Southeast Asia.
“It was a very exciting life I lead in the music
industry. Fighting pirates all the time! Music
is a very hard industry, ver y competitive and
very challenging. After 12 years, you tend to
get jaded and tired,” he explained.
The turning point came when AOL took over
Time-Warner. A meeting he attended at
Manhattan Plaza, New York, convinced
Fernandes that it was time to throw in the towel.
“The new management was talking about
stock price and assets rather than artists and
records. Somehow, I felt that what they were
doing to the music industry was very wrong,”
he recounted.
But what was he to do? Having known only
the music industry his entire working life had
become a liability.
That trip to the Big Apple somehow was a
blessing in disguise. On the way back to KL,
while in transit in London, Fernandes saw an
an advertisement on EasyJet, a low budget
airliner. His interest piqued, he extended his
stay there and studied the airline company. He
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How Air Asia Works
Bookings
There are eight kinds of fares for a typical journey. Depending on time of booking, one will get the cheapest, compared to other airlines. Seats can be booked
by calling the company’s nationwide call centres, open daily from 8am to 9pm. A
one-way discount of RM2.50 is applicable for internet bookings. Air Asia does
not set any restrictions to qualify for the lowest fares. Fares are structured into
multiple tiers, according to demand and supply. The earlier the customer books,
the lower the fare; it will be increasingly higher closer to flight day. The seats are
not numbered and are all economy class. All fares are quoted one-way. They
exclude airport tax, insurance surcharge and administration fee.

Telephone Bookings
Customers can pay for their bookings by credit card for purchases over the telephone at the nationwide call centres. Or they can pay at any of the 74 Alliance
Bank branches nationwide within 48 hours of booking.

Internet Bookings
Internet bookings can only be made for flights two or more days in advance.
Seats sold on the Internet are discounted by RM2.50 on each one-way booking.
Air Asia uses SSL (Secure Socket Layer) technology to protect customers’
personal information. Payment can only be made via MasterCard, Visa, Diners
or American Express. Cash or cheques are not accepted. Internet bookings are
subject to credit card clearance, and two days are required to process the payment.
Upon successful credit card clearance, an itinerary that includes a booking
number, payment and travel details will be sent by e-mail.

Ticketless
A ticketless system replaces the traditional air tickets that have been in use over
the years. Passengers will be issued a booking number when a booking is made,
and a flight itinerary with travel details will be e-mailed, faxed, posted or handed
when payment has been made. The flight itinerar y, however, is merely for
reference and is not required for check-in purposes. However, passengers are
now required to produce their identification card or, if tourists, passport for
identification at check-in.

No Frills
Under the no-frills ser vice, there is no complimentary meals or drinks. Instead
Air Asia offers its passengers a choice if they wish to buy reasonably priced
drinks or snacks from the in-flight sales service.

One Class, Free Seating and Boarding
A first-come first-served boarding system allows passengers to choose where
they wish to sit once they are on board.

Check-in
Check-in counters are open two hours before scheduled departure, closing exactly 45 minutes before scheduled departure. Passengers are advised to checkin at least one hour in advance and be at the boarding gate 30 minutes prior to
departure. Those who present themselves after check-in has closed will not be
allowed to board the flight and will forfeit their seats. In this instance, no refund
or fee transfer will be given.
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He’s Done it His Way

talked to passengers and even took the
nine-pound sterling flight to Barcelona.
Bingo! Fernandes found his new vocation. But when he told his financial controller who was flying with him back to KL,
the guy’s unbelieving laughter could be
heard in the entire first class cabin.
Back in KL, Fernandes’ resignation naturally attracted publicity. He started studying the statistics and realised that only six
per cent of the entire Malaysian population
could afford to fly.
“Imagine paying RM850 to fly to Kota
Kinabalu,” he said.
Excited by the potential, he started doing spreadsheets (typical accountant’s
mindset, he confessed) and got in touch
with General Electrics (GE) to obtain
information on lease rates. Realising his
inexperience in the industry, Fernandes
wasn’t shy to seek the advice of others.
Among them was Connor McCar thy,
former chief operating officer of the Irish
discount airliner Ryanair.
At the same time, Fernandes also rounded
up a few like-minded friends to be his
partners in this new venture of his. Naturally,
they were from the music industry : Aziz
Bakar, former MD of BMG Music and
Kamarudin Meranum, whom Fernandes

bought a small recording label from.
But we have no connections, the trio
exclaimed, who would open doors for us?
“We were having roti canai and teh tarik
after one of our usual piracy fighting sessions with the Ministry of Domestic Trade
and Consumer Affairs when we thought of
Datuk Pahamin Rajab. He was the
ministry’s secretary general then, made
quite a reputation when he was director
general of the Road & Transport Department, and he was retiring,” said Fernandes.
“So, we approached him. He said, yeah,
I’ve done crazier things before. Okay, I
agree.”
Through Pahamin, an appointment was
made for these recording industry executives to meet the Prime Minister. Their
purpose : to propose a new low-budget airline company, the first in the region.
“I’ve never sweated that much in my life.
While waiting outside for our turn, my
heart sank when I saw the first group of
people to meet him : the opposition leaders. Surely the PM won’t be in a good mood
afterwards, I thought. The second group
was the people from Malaysia Airlines. Oh
dear, no way man, I told the others,” he
recounted.
When Fernandes and par tners’ turn

came, the PM was not feeling well and said
to them to make it quick. At the end of the
presentation, the PM said he liked the idea
but no new licence will be issued. The partners would have no choice but to take over
existing airlines.
“The choice then was between Pelangi
Air and Air Asia. Naturally I looked at the
balance sheets of both companies. I
cringed while looking at Pelangi’s but
found Air Asia quite salvageable,” recalled
Fernandes.
And so it was three days before Sept 11,

How Low Cost Airlines Save Money
According to industry players, there are many ways low cost airlines
save on costs and pass them to consumers. Among them:
䡲 Adopting a non-union workforce culture;
䡲 No frequent-flyer programme;
䡲 Optional food and beverage — making passengers pay for them;
䡲 Going ticketless to save on administration costs;
䡲 Using one type of aircraft to save on maintenance and training costs;
䡲 Maximising internet use for purchase of tickets;
䡲 Switching on air-conditioning only before the aircraft takes off: For instance, at
KLIA, the generator set provided by the airport authorities can cost about RM200
per hour;
䡲 Using secondary airports rather than primary airports to save on landing and
parking fees: Landing fees at KLIA can range from RM400 for a Boeing 737 to
about RM4,000 for a Boeing 747; parking fees take into account the wingspan of
an aircraft and can range from RM45 to RM245; parking for the first three hours
is free;
䡲 Using a staircase rather than an aerobridge: Aerobridge charges at KLIA are RM85
for the first hour and RM30 for subsequent hours; and
䡲 Leasing aircraft at attractive rates.
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2002.
Gone are all the unnecessary padding
and embracing the low-budget model
wholeheartedly, Air Asia is able to stay true
to its slogan of “Now Everybody Can Fly.”
Results? In just 18 months, Air Asia has
carried 1.8 million passengers and increased its number of aircraft from two to
eight with plans to increase to 20 by the
end of next year.
The balance sheet is healthier : For the
year to 30 June 2002, it posted a profit of
RM232,000, reversing a loss of RM19.1

million under the previous owner. In the six
months to Dec 31, it achieved net income
of RM11.8 million on revenue of RM114.3
million. Despite lower fares, unit revenues
lifted from RM0.136 to RM0.155 on higher
passenger loads. For the fiscal year to June
30, it’s forecasting net income of RM35
million on revenues of RM400 million.
Added Fernandes, “What I’d like to tell
my friends in the music industry now is :
The way forward is low prices!”
They should heed his advice because
he’s done it with Air Asia. AT

Picture courtesy of Air Asia

2001, that the partners bought the two-aircraft Air Asia for RM1 from DRB-HICOM
Bhd and assumed half of the company’s
debt of RM140 million. Crazy, said many
sceptics.
Another blessing in disguise, the 9/11
tragedy made start-up costs very low for
the partners as, “It made everything we
needed half-priced,” said Fernandes.
In December the same year, the partners’ holding company, Tune Air Sdn Bhd,
took over 99.25 per cent ownership of Air
Asia and relaunched the airline in January

Flying high...Air Asia and Tony Fernandes
appears to have hit the right chord
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C O V E R air asia

Air Asia Flying the
Just ask Tony Fernandes. As
CEO and part-owner of Air
Asia, the 39-year-old has led
the transformation of a
money-losing also-ran into a
tiny but profitable
commercial brand in a part
of the world that has yet to
see much of the vaunted
low-fare revolution. Along
the way he is transforming
the horizons for thousands of
Malaysians for whom an air
journey previously was
unthinkable.

Fernandes also brought the
distribution revolution to
Malaysia last August when
Air Asia rolled out Internet
booking. “People said we
were crazy,” he recalls.
Tony Fernandes
CEO Air Asia
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Right Path
W

hen music man Tony
Fernandez acquired
99.25 per cent of DRBHICOM Bhd’s interest in
Air Asia and relaunched it in January 2002,
it certainly raised some eyebrows and
dropped some jaws. The former Virgin
Records and Warner Music International top
gun soon created a new aviation product
modelled after America’s no-frill Southwest
Airlines and Dublin-based Ryanair.
After stripping away all unnecessary padding and adopting the low-cost model, Air
Asia now has a seat-mile cost half that of
Malaysia Airlines and Ryanair. At the end of
2002 its cost per ASM was RM0.10, which
enables it to charge fares as low as RM39
from Kuala Lumpur to Penang compared to
RM40 for the bus trip. An automobile trip
over the same leg leaves an RM80 hole in
the traveler’s pocket with tolls and petrol.
Fernandes attributes the cost performance
to the “staff’s productivity and work ethics.
Our pilots have cut fuel consumption by
nearly 20 per cent and doubled the number
of landings that we get from the tyres. All
our staff discuss ways of cutting costs.” Surprisingly, he claims an 82 per cent reduction
in ground-handling charges by bringing the
function in-house rather than outsourcing it.
While there is aggressive focus on savings,
there is an equal focus on solving defects.
Problems that once were left for weeks now
are cleared within 24 hours as a matter of
policy.
Air Asia currently operates some 28 daily

roundtrips to 12 destinations in Malaysia with
a fleet of six 148-seats 737-300s. Virtually all
flights are non-stop from KLIA with an
average sector length of about one hour. Following the example of low-cost carriers – and
not a few network ones – onboard service is
limited. Complimentary snacks have been
replaced with “Cafe on the Clouds” featuring pastries, savories, cakes, noodles and hot
and cold beverages for sale. Given
Fernandes’s background in entertainment,
it’s not surprising that the airline sells a range
of souvenir products including T-shirts and
caps as well.
Fernandes also brought the distribution
revolution to Malaysia last August when Air
Asia rolled out Internet booking. “People said
we were crazy,” he recalls. A campaign of
headline-grabbing give-aways and low-fare
sales, however, sent Malaysians flocking to
cyber cafes to book seats. “One grandmother
rang her son in London who booked and paid
for the seat she wanted.”
Currently, 45 per cent of bookings are
made online, an extraordinary feat considering that only 18 per cent of Malaysians use
the Internet. “Every time we launch a promotion, the Internet booking level climbs to
a new level,” says Fernandes. To counter the
lack of credit card usage in Malaysia, he says
the airline is “setting up online funds transfer
from the customer’s bank accounts to Air
Asia’s account. He continues to roll out a host
of innovations and promotions that grab the
attention of the nation’s media outlets, which
enjoy painting Air Asia as a kind of Robin
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Hood against MAS’s Sheriff of Nottingham.
The carrier is not giving all of it away,
however. For the year to 30 June 2002, it
posted a tiny profit of RM232,000, reversing
a loss under the previous owners of RM19.1
million. In the six months to 31 December it
achieved net income of RM11.8 million on
revenue of RM114.3 million. Despite lower
rates, unit revenues lifted from RM0.136 to
RM0.155 on higher passenger loads. For the
fiscal year to 30 June it is forecasting net
income of RM35 million on revenues of
RM400 million . Load factors are averaging
70 per cent. Still, the CEO realises that 18
months is a short time. “Talk to me in 10
years and I will tell you if we have been a
success,” he cautions.
Air Asia intends to double its fleet to twelve
737-300s by year end. Aircrafts are scheduled
to arrive in June, July and December and
another seven or eight are expected next
year. By relying on second-hand aircraft,
Fernandes is keeping acquisition costs low,
picking up young aeroplanes at bargainbasement prices. “There is no shortage of
aircraft available at the right price,” he says.

Average fleet age is just seven years. Still,
over-expansion has killed many a promising
airline and analysts already wonder whether
Air Asia is drawing too much attention to
itself at such a young stage in its life.
Fernandes says he “wants the airline to be
a star in Malaysia first before taking on new
markets.” Yet he is set to tempt Singaporeans
when the carrier starts flying to Johor Bharu
on the southern tip of Malaysia – just 40
minutes across the causeway later this year.
In doing so he risks incurring the wrath of
Singapore Airlines. He dismisses that by
saying Johor Bharu has a catchment of three
million Malaysians and argues that AirAsia
“hasn’t affected Malaysia Airlines’ loads. We
are growing the market.”
Air Asia also has challenged Thai Airways
International by launching services to Alor
Star just across the border from Hat Yai, the
commercial centre of southern Thailand.
Fernandes’s plan is simple. A fare of just 800
baht ($18.65) to fly to Kuala Lumpur should
tempt the populace to drive across the border
and into the waiting arms of Air Asia.
To underpin its aircraft acquisitions, the

airline has been exploring options through
Credit Suisse First Boston for additional
equity partners. Fernandes is leery of a listing on the stock exchange, saying that “listings are not always a good strategy,” with
airline executives becoming slaves to shortterm market expectations.
To support the growing fleet, Air Asia has
signed a number of contracts including a $20
million engine MRO agreement with GE
Engine Services, a $3 million parts leasing
agreement with VolvoAero and a $7.5 million
deal with Airline Rotables, a wholly-owned
subsidiar y of Singapore Technologies
Aerospace, for component management and
support services. The carrier’s engineering
team also obtained JAR OPS 1 approval just
nine months after it was sought.
For Fernandes, the future is not only blue
skies but green jungle. “Europe is crisscrossed with freeways and you can drive
from one end of Europe to the other or take
the train, but that is not the case here with
our lack of infrastructure. You want to try
driving from Kuala Lumpur to Bangkok?
Good luck, mate!” AT

Picture courtesy of Air Asia

Fernandes attributes the cost performance of Air
Asia to his staff productivity and work ethics
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Transfer Pricing
for Shared Services
The desire for cost-efficiency is the principal reason why business units decide to
share non-core services, but managing the
cost of shared services creates a number of
accounting and administrative challenges.
Ernest Glad explains the intricacies of
transfer pricing and its effect on the general ledger.

By Ernest Glad

T

he concept of shared services has surfaced recently
as a way for business units to pool their resources
and infrastructures in order to cut costs and improve
the level of delivery. Shared services are not central
to a unit’s operations, but they may represent a large proportion
of its spending. They may meet basic HR or finance requirements
for more advanced information technology needs, for example,
but it is also not uncommon for business units in organisations
developing multiple delivery and marketing channels to share part
of the primar y supply chain.
Shared services providers are often independent entities that
operate separately from the business units they serve. It is therefore crucial that all stakeholders in their services incur a fair slice
of the cost — and that the provider is encouraged to reduce this
cost — which gives rise to the concept of accounting for shared
services. Support costs comprise as much as 30 per cent of the
total costs incurred by some organisations, and they have often
been considered “out of control”. Accounting for shared services
is designed to manage them from the bottom up. Transfer pricing is the first step in understanding the effects of shared services and deciding whether or not to outsource.
It is customary for organisations establishing a shared services
operation to draw up a charter beforehand to give the participants
some guiding principles. It is essential that this charter be properly debated before it is introduced, because it will drive the relationship between provider and purchaser in conceptual terms.
This relationship is formalised in a service-level agreement (SLA),
which should at least provide for the following :
䡲 The specification of the services to be provided, including quality criteria;
䡲 The normal charges for such services and a sliding-scale fee
structure according to the volume of services used;
䡲 Penalty clauses;
䡲 The duration of the SLA and notice periods for both parties;
䡲 The volumetric, delivery or qualitative factor that drives the
cost of the service.
The task of handling the cost of shared services or transfer
pricing brings with it several accounting and administrative challenges. These include :
䡲 The determination of a fair price. The transfer price can be de-
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termined on any full absorption costing
basis, a market price basis, a dual-pricing
basis or simply an agreed price based on
specific capacity levels or a required return
on investment.

Figure 1

WEB BROWSER

䡲 The administrative effort. Moving costs
between business units (particularly within
the same legal entity) is often seen as
“funny money” and not worth the effort.
The mechanism for measuring and accounting for transfer pricing can also be
so cumbersome that it is not cost-effective.
䡲 General ledger implications. The transfer pricing system may have a serious impact on the operation of the organisation’s
general ledger. For proper divisional profitability reporting, business units may require that transfers of costs be accounted
for in the general ledger(s). Transfer prices
for shared services may be defined between hundreds or thousands of entities
and cost centres, and for hundreds or thousands of products and services. The sheer
number of entries this entails makes it an
accounting nightmare. If there is a single
general ledger the problem is not as serious as it is when the various business units
use different and, sometimes, completely
independent general ledgers because they
are separate legal entities or are physically
segregated. The financial manager must
therefore devise a method whereby costs
are entered into the various general ledger systems, taking into consideration appropriate inter-company loan accounts.
䡲 Implications for taxation. Tax authorities
worldwide cast a critical eye on transfer
pricing regimes where the aim might be
to minimise tax liabilities between entities.
This is particularly relevant where one
party may be subjected to a higher or lower
tax rate than the other as a result of the
existence of accumulated tax losses. In this
case the transfer price must be defendable.
䡲 Consolidations and unearned profits. The
issue of unearned profits on inter-company
transactions may also arise in the case of
shared services, but is less likely than in the
case of goods transferred but unsold. “Work
in progress” is often raised by entities, and
some transfer of cost can be construed as
unearned and may therefore be written back.
Obviously, the internal turnovers should not
be duplicated in the consolidated accounts.
A shared services transfer pricing sys-
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A Transfer Pricing System Architecture

Transfer Pricing for Shared Services

General
Ledger 1

General
Ledger 2

tem gives effect to the SLA. It determines
periodically (normally every month) what
the right charge between the entities
should be. This is based on the volume of
service rendered for a specific period and
is multiplied by the appropriate price in
terms of the SLA (it may even be a fixed
amount). The same service may be delivered to several business units but not necessarily at the same price. If a penalty
clause is invoked, this must be taken into
consideration in the chargeable amount.
Internal invoices may therefore be issued
between the parties as evidence of the “transaction”, as in any conventional accounting
system. If the parties wish this transaction
to be recorded in the general ledger, the
provider’s relevant internal revenue accounts
and the purchaser’s relevant expense accounts must be updated. In some instances
the transaction is concluded with a cash payment. A full debtor/creditor relationship
therefore exists and must be accounted for.
For external reporting purposes these internal transactions must be eliminated. This
is done by selecting pre-defined accounts for
the purpose and ensuring that they contra
out for later reversal if necessary.
Administering a transfer pricing system
for shared services without the help of the
appropriate technology can be a problem.
The sheer administrative effort required
could foil the best intentions, but a properly
designed system will reduce this burden
and allow accounting interfaces to be provided with ease. A system that sets up the
SLA with appropriate interfaces to the various general ledgers and source systems for
service volumes is required (Fig. 1).
The transfer pricing system contains all
current information on the SLA and pulls

Source 1
(volumes)

Source 2
(volumes)

volumetric data from source systems. It
then performs the cost calculation in terms
of the SLA and produces an internal invoice
for the parties. When approved, invoices
are posted to the appropriate general ledger for updating. The system should also
perform some integrity and validity checks
to ensure that the transfers balance.
Internal invoicing is an important part of
the transfer pricing solution. Using conventional invoicing systems this is a laborious
job, so a system that automatically creates
invoices based on the parameters defined
in the SLA will save on administrative effort
here. This is structured to provide for VAT
automatically where applicable.
The technological solution could also play
an important part in the integration of the
internal invoicing system with the general
ledger. If relevant accounts to be updated are
identified and an automated interface to the
general ledgers is developed the administrative effort needed to operate the system can
be reduced dramatically. Often purchasers
are in different legal entities, meaning that
the integration has to span several general
ledger systems, but this too can easily be
achieved with the appropriate IT.
Accounting for shared services is a new
concept making an important contribution
in managing support costs and providing
transparency. Support costs are the last major component of cost that has not been
subjected to intense scrutiny, but accounting for shared services offers exactly this
opportunity. AT
Note : Ernest Glad ACMA is director of Cortell
Consulting New Zealand (www.cortell.co.nz).
This article is contributed by CIMA and it first
appeared in Financial Management, a monthly
magazine of CIMA.
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Do the

Right Thing
By Howard Fowler
Union Hospital will not be able to issue new bonds and
that may result in a sale of the hospital to buyers outside of
the community. What would you advise?

the maintenance of its ageing facilities. It
employs well over a thousand people in the
community and it is renowned for its positive labour relations. Union actively sponsors health awareness and prevention activities and it has gained fame for its community outreach programs.

C

hief executive, Dr. Ronald
Weaver, is facing shrinking
demand for services at Union
Hospital. His executives are
giving him conflicting opinions about how
to solve the hospital’s immediate cash flow
problems. Examine the facts presented for
Union Hospital and determine the course
of action you believe Dr. Weaver should
follow.

Background
Dr. Rodney Weaver has been the chief
executive officer of Union Hospital for the
past seven years. He has been affiliated
with the hospital for 25 years, first as a
physician, then in various administrative
roles and finally as CEO. Dr. Weaver had a
small private practice and for many years
he was quite content with simply being a
family physician. He entered hospital administration because he wanted to make a
difference in an area in which he felt that
effective leadership was sorely lacking.
Today, Union Hospital and Dr. Weaver
face a serious dilemma, one that is not
unique to the hospital industry, but one
that is in fact timeless. The hospital industry has excess supply and waning demand
for inpatient services. Many hospitals are
struggling to remain economically viable.
Union’s survival depends on the quality of
the decisions made by its senior leadership. In the face of adversity, how will Dr.
Weaver and his management team re-
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spond? Dr. Weaver takes great pride in “doing the right thing.” In this case, the right
choice may not be obvious.
Union Hospital is a not-for-profit hospital located in the heart of the inner city. It
has a long and distinguished record of providing care to the citizens in its service area
regardless of their ability to pay. The hospital generates about US$125 million annually in revenue and spends nearly all of
it on patient care, community outreach and

For the last few years, the number of inpatient admissions at Union has decreased
by three to five per cent annually. At the
same time, the average payment per inpatient case has stayed flat. This is due to the
pressures associated with managed care
and with tight Medicare and Medicaid
regulations. Managed care is the collection
of business practices adopted by insurance
companies to reduce health care costs.
Medicare is the federal program that pro-
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vides care to senior citizens. Medicaid is a
joint federal and state program that provides care to certain indigent residents.
Payment rates from insurance companies,
Medicare and Medicaid have been under
significant pressure to remain flat or decline. At the same time, the costs of providing care have been increasing, particularly due to a nationwide shor tage of
nurses. Union provides free care to many
area residents who do not have any health
care coverage and yet are not poor enough
to qualify for Medicaid. The costs of providing this charity care directly reduce
Union’s bottom-line, but the hospital cannot curtail this service since it is an integral part of its not-for-profit mission.
Dr. Weaver has seen the hospital
through many changes, including a major

lenge to Union’s finances.
Albert Case, Union’s chief financial officer, has proposed a new US$80 million
bond offering to refinance the remaining
US$70 million of outstanding bonds and to
obtain an additional US$10 million to buy
the latest clinical equipment. Case feels that
although interest rates are at an all-time low
they will rise in the next year. The reduced
interest costs will more than pay for the debt
service on the additional US$10 million of
debt. If the hospital does not obtain this financing, it will have difficulty keeping its
clinical equipment up-to-date and may have
to shut down certain programs.
Union Hospital currently has a bond rating of BBB, just barely maintaining its investment grade status. This is a relatively high
rating in comparison to hospitals of a similar

bond issue about 10 years ago. The US$75
million bond offering was used to renovate
a significant portion of the facility as well
as to purchase the latest technology for the
hospital’s clinical departments. Principal
payments on the bonds are due over a 30year term. Five million dollars have been
paid to date. Unfortunately, health care
technology continues to advance and the
costs of acquiring the latest diagnostic and
surgical equipment pose a serious chal-

size. It enables Union to receive favourable
interest rates from the bond market. The
BBB rating is based in large measure on the
stability of Union’s operating results even in
difficult circumstances. While many hospitals have made poor investment decisions
and suffered financial setbacks, Union has
avoided many of these problems. As a result,
the management team has gained significant
credibility with the rating agencies and others in the bond market.
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The Problem
During 2002, Union’s financial situation
deteriorated. The hospital had budgeted
net income of approximately US$3 million
for 2002. With eleven months of the year
completed, though, it appears that the
hospital will actually suffer a net loss of
approximately US$3 million. This US$6
million difference is due mainly to a shortfall in revenue associated with reduced admissions and lower payment rates. Budgeted revenue was US$125 million, while
actual revenue is trending to roughly
US$120 million for the year. The remainder is due to slightly higher-than-anticipated labour costs. The forecasted net loss
of US$3 million is just on the threshold of
pushing Union into technical default on its
outstanding bonds. A technical default
would result in the acceleration of the remaining US$70 million liability and would
essentially bankrupt the hospital. The bond
trustee, the bondholders and the ratings
agencies are not aware of the extent of
Union’s financial difficulties. Quarterly financial statements that Union has provided
to these parties have shaded the issue,
showing the hospital breaking even during the first two quarters of the year and
earning just under US$1 million in the third
quarter. Because of Union’s historical stability, the rating agencies have not expressed significant concerns about these
results. They continue to have faith that
Union’s management team will navigate
through any difficulties.
Albert Case, the CFO, has brought a situation to Dr. Weaver’s attention that may
have an effect on Union’s reported results
for 2002. Sharon Morella, the hospital’s
director of reimbursement, believes that
Union is owed approximately US$5.2 million from the state Medicaid agency for the
years 2000 to 2002. The basis of the claim
is that the hospital incurred certain costs
in delivering care to Medicaid patients, but
the agency incorrectly applied the existing
law and rejected the claims. The Medicaid
agency says the state legislature did not
appropriate funds for this particular matter during those years and thus it feels that
the state does not owe this amount to
Union. The hospital had asserted its right
to the payments in prior years, but the
Medicaid agency had rejected the claims.
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Union did not record any revenue related
to this issue in prior years. Of the total
amount, approximately US$1.2 million pertains to services delivered in 2000, US$1.4
million to 2001 and US$2.6 million to 2002.
In November 2002, the state courts ruled
in favour of another hospital in the state in
a similar claim filed against the Medicaid
agency. Union’s counsel feels this decision
strengthens the hospital’s claim. Since the
case is subject to appeal, the ultimate outcome will not be settled for several years.
However, Morella believes that this case
is ample evidence that Union will eventually be paid and, thus, should record the
US$5.2 million as revenue in 2002.

The Options
Union’s financial management team met
to discuss the disputed Medicaid payments
and came up with a number of differing
opinions. The participants included Dr.
Weaver, Albert Case, Sharon Morella, the
controller and the vice-president of strategic planning.
The controller, Christopher Harolds,
believes that disputes with third-par ty
payors are not uncommon. Typically, they
are considered to be contingent gains until the third-party acknowledges the liability. Then a change in accounting estimate
is made to recognise the revenue in the
current period. Thus, Harolds believes that
Union should not record the US$5.2 million in 2002, but rather that the revenue
should be recorded as soon as the litigation is resolved. Harolds does believe that
Union should disclose the existence of the
issue and the potential gain in the notes to
the financial statements. Sharon Morella,
the director of reimbursement, takes a
more pragmatic approach. Third-party payments are always subject to retroactive
settlement and/or audit. Frequently the
hospital will not know the final settlement
for a given year until many months or years
after the end of that year. In these cases,
management simply makes use of all available information to prepare a good-faith
estimate of the ultimate settlement.
Morella sees nothing different between
this approach and the current situation,
other than the fact that litigation will be
required to realise this particular settlement and collection might take longer than
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usual. The hospital should record its best
estimate of the ultimate settlement regardless of whether that settlement results in a
gain or a loss.
Harolds argues that financial statements
should be prepared in a conservative manner. The hoped-for settlement from litigation is different from the typical third-party
settlement process. Medicaid has indicated
specifically that it is not going to pay the
amount claimed. While management believes that the claim will be successful, accounting principles do not provide for recording such an uncertain claim as revenue. “The quality of earnings that we repor t is just as impor tant as the actual
amount of ear nings that we repor t,”
Harolds argues. “Readers of our financial
statements will see that we have recorded
revenue for which we have no expectation
of receiving cash in the near-term. This will
erode confidence in our integrity and our
ability as a management team”.
Michele Seans is the vice-president of
strategic planning. She is the newest member of Union’s management team, having
joined the hospital from a major consulting firm about six months ago. She is
troubled by the discussion. While it is important to account for the Medicaid claim
appropriately, it seems to her that there is
a lack of focus on the underlying issue.
“The financial problem at hand,” she says,
“has its source in a very serious operating
issue. Declining volumes and payment
rates have resulted in lower revenue, yet
our cost structure remains unchanged.
The Medicaid issue is irrelevant to the goal
of improving our operations and keeping
our doors open. We should focus our attention on right-sizing our operations and
reducing costs.”
Dr. Weaver is confused by the wide variety of opinions. While he has been involved
in administration for many years, his original training was in medicine. He is not interested in the subtleties of accounting
gains and losses. His main concern is that
the hospital will continue to provide care
to patients. Accordingly, he is worried that
the forecast shows that Union will suffer a
net loss of US$3 million this year. When
Dr. Weaver hears Sharon Morella say that
the US$3 million net loss could become net
income of US$2.2 million, he is both ex-

cited by the opportunity and confused by
the “fuzziness” of the numbers.
Harolds attempts to explain the revenue
recognition principle to Dr. Weaver. “Revenue should be recorded in the period
earned rather than in the period that cash
is received. This principle is widely accepted as the basis upon which financial
reports are prepared. Normally, it is easy
to determine when revenue is earned. It is
simply the period in which the related services are provided to the patients. In this
instance, however, we know that services
were provided, but we are uncertain about
the amount that Medicaid will ultimately
pay us for those services.” Dr. Weaver finds
it confusing that no one can pinpoint the
moment that this portion of revenue becomes earned.
Albert Case, in a fit of practicality, tells
the assembled group that this is more than
just a theoretical discussion. If the hospital does not record the disputed Medicaid
payments as revenue, it will be in default
on its existing bonds. Union will not be able
to issue the new bonds and will be unable
to fund needed capital improvements. Case
hints that this may result in a sale of the
hospital to buyers outside of the community or even to a closure of the facility.
“Sure,” he says, “accountants are often
conservative, but there is no place for that
now. This hospital needs to record the
US$5.2 million of revenue to survive. We
do expect to receive cash for this claim,
just not for a few years. These earnings are
real and we must record them. After the
new bonds are issued, we will deal with our
operating problems.”

The Decision
Dr. Weaver is confronted with a number
of intertwined financial, operational, legal
and ethical issues. As the CEO his ultimate
responsibility is to ensure that Union can
fulfil its mission by continuing to provide
care to the residents of its service area. Dr.
Weaver believes that Union should do the
right thing and record only the revenue
that is appropriate. But he is confronted
with starkly differing opinions from the key
members of his management team. In a
situation this unclear, he does not know
what course of action to take. How would
you advise Dr. Weaver?
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Comments on “Do the
Right Thing”
Robert M. Tarola, CPA
Chief Financial Officer and Sr. Vice President
W.R. Grace & Co.

T

he most important objective in this
case is that the hospital remains in operation to serve the medical needs of its community. The capital structure needed to support continued service is important, but even
more important is the ability to generate sustained cash flow to fund operations, capital
requirements and debt service. These executives seem to be more concerned about immediate financial measures than about
sustainability of services. They should first
address operating issues, then couple the
communication of improved operating plans
with disclosure of less-than-expected historical financial performance. It is unlikely that

new capital can be raised before operating
issues are effectively resolved.
My recommendation to this executive
team is :
1 Develop an operating plan that will restructure ser vices, costs and capital
needs to improve profitability for the
foreseeable future.
2 Follow the controller’s advice on accounting and disclosure. Defer revenue recognition but disclose the matter in detail.
3 Meet privately with lenders and rating
agencies to alert them of the financial
issues and management’s plan to im-

Carol A. Purcell, CPA
Chief Financial Officer
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Newark (NJ)

C

arol spent 10 years at Coopers &
Lybrand specialising in hospitals and
not-for-profit organisations, in addition to
having experiences in large commercial
organisations. Following her years at Coopers & Lybrand, Carol was a senior financial executive at a major hospital corporation in Northern New Jersey, before taking her current position as CFO at the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Newark.
Current financial results are out of line
with market expectations. Dr Weaver should
educate outside stakeholders regarding the
current problems and management’s proposed solutions.
The situation Union Hospital finds itself
in is not unique. Managed care arrangements ended the “cost-shifting” of losses
from providing ser vices to indigent patients to insured patients. This impact was
felt most acutely at inner-city facilities like
Union Hospital, where a greater percentage of the patients served may have been
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indigent. Cuts in Medicare reimbursement
rates as a result of the Balanced Budget
Act hit inner-city hospitals most dramatically, although Congress eventually
recognised this unintended impact and
provided some relief. Depending on the
strengths of any speciality services Union
provides, such as cardiac or oncology services, managed care companies may or
may not be motivated to negotiate more
attractive rates with Union.
Given these revenue challenges, the expense management issues are no easier to
conquer. Union is attempting to attract and
retain nursing staf f as the shortage of
nurses intensifies. However, the salaries
needed to accomplish this are rising while
revenues stay basically flat. The costs of
pharmaceuticals increase annually at incredible rates and are not always recouped,
particularly from the indigent patients
served.
Union Hospital is unique in one particu-

prove results.
4 Seek waivers from lenders, if necessary, on the basis that current cash flow
issues are being addressed and future
cash flows should provide sufficient liquidity to meet debt covenants.
5 Aggressively pursue litigation to recover disputed revenue.
6 Evaluate and pursue debt restructuring
alternatives supportable by the new
operating plan.
This approach will likely allow the executive team to maintain its credibility with the
financial community; mitigate the risk that
lenders and agencies will take drastic actions; sustain medical services to a needed
market; and leave the hospital better prepared for an increasingly difficult operating environment. In this case, “doing the
right” thing should result in a partnering
response from capital providers.

lar aspect. It appears that it is unaffiliated
with any other hospital or hospital/health
care system. The revenue challenges
brought on by all the changes in health
care reimbursement motivated hospitals to
merge or affiliate in an effort to reduce
overhead costs, particularly in back office
functions, and to achieve greater pricing
preferences through combined, committed
purchasing volume. It appears the acquisition of the facility and its service area is
not seen as a strategic “plus” to a competitor or investor. As a result of this unaffiliated status, Dr. Weaver’s fears could become a reality: the community Union Hospital currently serves will be left without
local access to inpatient hospital care if the
hospital should cease to exist.
What should Dr. Weaver do? It is true
that health care reimbursement is a highly
complex and ever-changing area. Significant estimates of future receipt of disputed
items are common on the balance sheets
and income statements of health care institutions. The regulations concerning reimbursement from governmental payors
are subject to interpretation and providers
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at times take stances that are as aggressive as those taken regarding tax regulations in the for-profit arena. It can take
years for the cases and their appeals to be
resolved.
The management team at Union, specifically those from the financial areas, at this
point need to have a discussion with their
outside auditors. Accounting firms providing services to hospitals have expertise in
the assessment of hospital reimbursement
issues. The complexities of the issues and
the material impact of the estimates required by hospital management make this
area perhaps the most critical in the conduct of a hospital audit. Locally, the accounting firms with the greatest health
care client presence stay very close to the
progress of appeals and have opinions as

to the eventual outcome. Full reserves on
receivables may be adjusted as an outcome
becomes clearer. The Medicaid issue being discussed is obviously not unique to
Union and the hospital’s auditors will be
taking a position with all their clients on
the recognition of a possible gain. Union
needs to get involved in the dialogue.
There are risks in choosing not to obtain the outside auditor’s concurrence and
recording the receivable anyway. Should
Union’s auditors disagree with the
hospital’s recognition of the $5.2 million
receivable and adjust the financial statements, eliminating the $5.2 million from
revenue, the management team loses its
credibility with the rating agencies, investment community, the board of directors
and the auditors.

It would be naïve for the Union management team to believe that the losses would
not become apparent in any due diligence
process in connection with the bond issue.
The losses will soon be felt in the cash balance, negatively affecting days in accounts
payable. The statistical analysis used in any
required projections of revenues will highlight the declining income versus the more
aggressively increasing expenses.
Dr. Weaver and the management team
need to discuss the facility’s challenges
with its board and begin a discussion with
the state regarding the potential technical
default issues and concerns over the risk
of the community becoming “medically
underser ved” should Union close. This
would be the best way to ensure the mission is preserved over the long term.

Martin S. Fridson, CFA
Chief High Yield Strategist and Managing Director
Merrill Lynch.
Fridson is author of several books on Financial Statement Analysis.
Note: Martin’s comments are based on a fictitious case, any
resemblance to persons living or dead is coincidental.

D

r. Weaver’s temptation to recognise
the disputed Medicaid payments as
revenue stems from commendable
motives. Indeed, it is in some sense
refreshing to see an executive
contemplating an accounting misdeed for
a reason other than naked financial selfinterest. Booking the $5.2 million item
would be unethical, all the same, and
unlikely to achieve its purpose, to boot.
The moral objection arises from the
harm that would be done to a party not
mentioned in the financial management
team’s discussion. Purchasers of Union
Hospital’s bonds rely on the obligor’s financial statements to estimate the risk
and value of their investment. By overstating its financial strength, Union
would be acting like a fruit peddler who
sells a bag of mostly spoiled cherries by
placing a few juicy, ripe specimens on
top.
A further objection to the proposed aggressiveness in revenue recognition re-
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lates to the dissemination of misleading financial statements. If Union misrepresents
its financial condition and investors consequently suffer unexpected losses, the victims will become more risk-averse. Other
bond issuers will then be forced to pay
higher interest rates than would otherwise
be required. This increase in the cost of
capital, in turn, will produce some small
degree of underinvestment in the economy
at large. To be sure, the impact of Dr
Weaver’s decision will be infinitesimally
small in an economy measured in trillions
of dollars. The principle is the same for a
small transgression as for a large one, however.
In this case, even the accounting “solution” to the revenue problem is unlikely
to save Union Hospital. If Union’s survival
were threatened by a truly temporar y
cash flow problem, it would probably be
feasible to obtain interim financing to
avert a crisis. The fact is, however, that
managed care and tightened Medicare/

Medicaid regulations are relentlessly driving down revenues by 3 to 5 per cent a
year, while costs are rising. Dr. Weaver
cannot reverse these trends by any
amount of accounting legerdemain. He
can only destroy the fine reputation that
he has built up over many years.
No doubt Dr. Weaver feels responsible
for the hospital’s thousand-plus employees. He also shows a praiseworthy concern for low-income members of the community who have no other health care providers besides Union. Attempting to cover
up the cost-revenue squeeze at Union
Hospital will not help those individuals
over any extended period, however. Instead of becoming engrossed in “the
subtleties of accounting gains and losses,”
Dr. Weaver should broaden his thinking
about strategies for maintaining services
in the face of changing economics in
health care.
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Do the Right Thing

William McLucas, J.D.
Partner
Wilmer, Culter & Pickering
is practice focuses on securities enforcement, regulation and litigation
matters. McLucas served as Director of
Enforcement at the Securities and Exchange Commission for eight years.
The first thing that Dr. Weaver should
do is ignore Albert Case’s simplistic distinction between “conservative” accounting and what the hospital really needs. Institutions consistently misapprehend the
range of options available to them for
reaching their goals by ignoring risks inherent in the most obvious alternative.
Thus, Mr. Case’s admonition to ignore the
“conservative” accountants in order to
“do the right thing” misses the point —
both because he takes no account of the
serious risks inherent in his proposal and
because he does not spend the time to
consider the nuanced source of his
problem and the potential solutions.
In spite of the hospital’s difficult circumstances, Dr. Weaver cannot rush into making a decision. He first should initiate a
number of steps designed to get him and
the other decision makers the
information they need to make a reasoned
choice. To accomplish that, Dr. Weaver
should establish consensus regarding :

H

provements — would take a larger share
of revenue, hindering the hospital’s ability
to continue to maintain up-to-date technology and hire necessary staff. Similarly,
management should identify the factors
that have led to its past success (e.g., the
trust of the financial community). Thus,
the management team will need to
determine how the institution’s long- and
short-term missions can best be achieved
in its economic and social setting.
Only after all that analysis will Dr.
Weaver and the management team be prepared to decide how to deal with potential
revenue from historical Medicaid payments and whether to seek refinancing
of its bond issue. In reaching their
decision, Dr. Weaver and management
should probably consult with other
stakeholders, such as the nurses’ union
and representatives of the local and
financial communities. A solution that
appears to satisfy all of management’s
goals might very well disappoint other
stakeholders,
thereby
causing
unanticipated problems that will overwhelm whatever good was going to come
of management’s solution.
In the immediate case, it appears that :

• The hospital’s mission;

1 The hospital needs an infusion of cash
to maintain its current standard of
care;

• The hospital’s principal users;
• Those users’ chief needs; and
• The resources necessar y to satisfy
those needs.
Only once Dr. Weaver and the rest of
the management team have agreed on
those critical elements will they be
prepared to decide how best to achieve
their operational goals.
After Dr. Weaver and the management
team have defined their operational goals,
they should determine how the broader
economic and social trends will impair or
enhance their ability to achieve them. For
example, if the hospital’s in-patient admissions and patient revenue were to continue to fall, maintenance of the same
physical plant — even assuming few im-
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2 It is too large for its current needs;
3 Its operating costs are increasing as
its revenue is decreasing; and

would likely be poor future financial
results. Even worse, were the hospital to
use the financial results — including the
$5.2 million — as the basis for filing a new
bond registration, without adequate
disclosure (which would nullify the utility
of applying the $5.2 million in the current
year), the hospital, its directors and
managers at least might be liable in the
event of a future default and at worst
might have committed fraud.
The questions of whether and when to
recognise the $5.2 million in revenue are
just the tip of the iceberg. To make a reasonable decision about the $5.2 million,
he and management need to be in a
position to assess the characteristics and
consequences of their revenue situation.
Only then can they approach other stakeholders and determine how to proceed.
Using a deliberative process (even if they
are under time pressure), management
will likely reach a better long-term
solution and will minimise the likelihood
that they or the hospital will be subject to
future liability.
Dr. Weaver would do well to think like
both a doctor and a coach. To arrest the
hospital’s decline, he should ask management to identify how to realign goals so
that they are consistent with the circumstances in which it finds itself. He should
then educate other stakeholders
regarding the current problems and
management’s proposed solutions. AT

4 Current financial results are out of line
with market expectations.

Further, no matter what benefit can be
had from the $5.2 million in revenue from
historical Medicaid payments potentially
owed by the state, the long-term trend
seems to be toward disappointing financial results, regardless the one-time bump
up were the revenue recognised in the
current year.
Even assuming that recognising the
$5.2 million was permissible in the
current year, it would merely mask what

Note : The above article is extracted from the
book titled Quality of Earnings : A Case Study
Collection. This book has been issued jointly by
the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) Financial and Management Accounting
Committee and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
The book can be downloaded free of charge
from IFAC’s online bookstore at www.ifac.org/
store. Print copies can be ordered through the
online bookstore or by calling IFAC at + 1-212286-9344.
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TA X & A C C O U N T I N G

The End of
By Anand Raj

Ampat
Tin is in Sight
The purpose of this article is to critically examine the genesis
and scope of the High Court decision of Azmi J (as he then
was) in Ampat Tin Dredging Ltd v. DGIR, 1981(reported at
(1950-1985) MSTC 428 and hereinafter referred to as “Ampat
Tin”). By the end of this article, it will be apparent that the
scope of the Ampat Tin decision is, potentially, not as broad
as the Revenue would make it out to be.

I

This article is based upon a paper entitled “Tin
Mines, Rubber Estates & Metal Factories —
Ampat Tin Dredging Revisited” which was presented at CCH’s Tax Cases Seminar on 23rd
August 2001 at the Dorsett Regency Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur. This article was previously published under the “Counsel’s Opinion” section of
the 1st Quarter 2003 issue of the Malaysian Institute of Taxation’s journal — Tax Nasional and
the June 2003 edition of the Asia Pacific Tax
Bulletin published by the International Bureau
of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam.
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n this regard, two cases which suggest that an alternative approach is
possible are the cases of DGIR v
KRP Ltd. 1950-85 MSTC 232
(“KRP”) and Commissioner of
Inland Revenue v. Cosmotron Manufacturing Co. Ltd. [1997] STC 1134
(“Cosmotron”). These cases dealt with
the deductibility of compensation (KRP)
and severance (Cosmotron) payments,
which the taxpayers made either under a
contractual obligation (e.g. KRP to its
agents) or a legal obligation (e.g.
Cosmotron to its redundant employees).
The Malaysian Federal Court (as it then
was) in KRP and the Privy Council in
Cosmotron both found in favour of the
taxpayers.
In considering the merits of the alternative approach it should be noted at the outset that the High Court judgment in Ampat
Tin makes no reference to :
a) KRP (which was decided a year before
Ampat Tin); and
b) arguments similar to those put forward
in Cosmotron.
In keeping an open mind on the subject
of deductibility of expenditure, it should be
noted that case law, though helpful as a
guide to this subject, is not exhaustive of
all potential fact situations, each of which

must be evaluated upon its own merits. As
was held by Shah J in the Indian case of
Bombay Steamship Navigation Co v
CIT 1965 SC 1201 (which was cited with
approval by the Malaysian Supreme Court
in DGIR v RB (Rakyat Berjaya) 19501985 MSTC 259) :
“Whether a particular expenditure is revenue expenditure incurred for the purpose
of business must be determined on a consideration of all the facts and circumstances,
and by the application of principles of commercial trading.”

Ampat Tin Dredging
Ampat Tin closed down its tin mining
operations in mid 1970 when it exhausted
its tin ore reserves. Pursuant to its obligations under collective agreements with its
workforce, Ampat Tin paid retrenchment
benefits to its redundant workers. Although Ampat Tin went into voluntary liquidation in 1971, it had sought to obtain a
tax deduction of the retrenchment payments (during the basis period 1970) on
the basis that such payments constituted
expenses “wholly and exclusively incurred
in the production of gross income” or in
other words a revenue expense within the
meaning of our Section 33(1) Income Tax
Act 1967 (“ITA”). (See further the judg-
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ment of Azmi J in Ampat Tin.)
Having examined the terms of the collective agreement, Azmi J held, amongst
others, that any payments made thereunder by Ampat Tin on account of :
a) retirement upon attainment of age 55;
b) retirement upon medical boarding out;
c) death whilst in service; or
d) redundancy (due to downsizing and not
mine closure);
would be deductible revenue expenditure as such payments would not have been
made with a view to the cessation of the
business but as an ordinar y demand of
doing business.
However, Azmi J held that Ampat Tin’s
payment of retrenchment benefits due to
the closure of the mine would not fall
within the foregoing categories and would
not be tax deductible as such payments
were made with a view to close down the
business and “... both the obligation incurred and the cause of immediate payment
have nothing to do with the production of
income, or at least not wholly or exclusively
for the production of income.”
Ampat Tin has since been regarded as
authority for the propositions that the payment of retrenchment benefits in the
course of closing down a business are not
tax deductible. Simply put, it was thought
that such payments could not be incurred
to produce income as, owing to the closure
of the business, no further income could
be produced. In deciding Ampat Tin, Azmi
J placed great reliance upon the English
cases of :
a) CIR v Anglo Brewing Co. Ltd. (1925)
12 TC 803 (High Court) (“Anglo Brewing”); and
b) Godden v A. Wilson’s Stores (Holdings) Ltd 40 TC 161 (Court of Appeal)
(“Godden”).

Kulim Rubber Plantation Ltd
KRP was obliged to make compensation
payments to agents (who had been appointed to manage KRP’s rubber estates)
in the event KRP reduced the acreage of
such estates. (As the agents were remunerated on the basis of acreage managed,
the loss of acreage would result in a loss
of income to the agents.) The then Federal
Court summarised the salient facts as follows :
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“It is stated by T (KRP) and accepted by
[the] Revenue that, in 1961, having doubts
of the long-term prospects for rubber, it decided to convert to oil palm to maintain, if
not to increase, its profitability, and to find
the necessary finance for this conversion by
the sale of the more-outlying estates, particularly those with a large proportion of old
rubber-trees which yielded only a marginal
profit. In furtherance of this policy, T (KRP)
sold several rubber estates. The net proceeds
of the sales were wholly expended on oil-palm
development. In the process, the agents were
paid their compensation in accordance with
the provisions in cl. 12 and 7 of the respective agreements. ...”
In determining that the compensation
payments were deductible as revenue expenses, the Federal Court distinguished
Godden when it held :
“...The true situation in our view is that
there is no disappearance of any source of
revenue; rather, the utilisation of the proceeds of sale for the conversion of the retained
rubber lands into oil-palm estates results in
the retention of the source of revenue from
planting with, hopefully, increased revenue.
Godden v. A. Wilson’s Stores (Holdings) Ltd, on which [the] Revenue relied
strongly, can be easily distinguished. In
that case the estate was sold when the estate owner clearly wished to discontinue
business entirely. The payment to the manager for the six months in lieu of the contractual notice to be given by either side,
in the words of Upjohn L.J., “cannot possibly be described as a payment for the purpose of trade. It was made because the company was not going on to trade, and they
were left with the possibility of an action for
damages against them for breaches of em-

ployment.
Here, the taxpayer was continuing to trade
and while the action for damages was always a possibility if it should refuse to abide
with the terms of its agreements, the purpose
was factually not to invite this action and to
retain the services of the agents of the remaining acres of its estate holdings in the new
role they had to play.”
In summary, the Federal Court in KRP
found that :
a) firstly, compensation payments which
a taxpayer was bound to make in the
course of shutting down one business
to open another (e.g. the conversion
from rubber business to oil palm business in KRP), would be deductible as
revenue expenditure; and
b) secondly, in reliance upon Godden,
payments made in consequence of a
complete shut down of a taxpayer’s
business could be distinguished.
While Ampat Tin was also contractually
bound to make the retrenchment payments, it is clear that Ampat Tin had no
intention of converting its business at the
material time and would fall within the second limb of KRP i.e. the Godden principle.
On the strength of KRP alone (and despite
Azmi J’s failure to attach any significance
to Ampat Tin’s contractual obligation to
make the retrenchment payments), though
it may be arguable, it is unlikely that a
Malaysian court would decline to follow
Ampat Tin.
This is why the Privy Council case of
Cosmotron, though not binding upon
Malaysian courts, must be brought into the
equation as, while the facts of Cosmotron
were similar to Ampat Tin, the Privy Council adopted an entirely different approach.
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Whither Ampat Tin?

Cosmotron Manufacturing
Cosmotron was in the business of metal
manufacturing between 1968-1991. In
March 1991 it ceased business and closed
its factory in Hong Kong. Cosmotron was
bound to make, and so made, severance
payments to the redundant metal factory
workers under local employment legislation. The HK Revenue refused to allow the
payments to be claimed as revenue expenditure. Cosmotron appealed and the matter eventually came before the Privy Council, who refused to follow Godden and
Anglo Brewing and allowed the taxpayer’s
claim for deduction on the basis that although the closing down of the business
was the event that “triggered” the payment
to the employees, that was not the reason
for which the severance payments had
been incurred.
The approach of the Privy Council was
summarised by Lord Nolan, who cited the
judgment of Findlay J. in the High Court
with approval :
“In their Lordships’ judgment the matter was well put by Findlay J in the following passage from his judgment in the
present case :
“It is, in my view, quite wrong to say that
the liability to pay the expense of severance
payments is incurred for the purpose of closing up a business. It is not a businessman’s
aim to close up his undertaking. It may be a
consequence of the closing of the business that
the employees become redundant, and, therefore, the liability crystallises. The employer
has always had a potential liability as an
unavoidable part of conducting his business;
that potential is realised by the closing of the
business, but liability was not incurred for the
purpose of closing the business. The employer
does not undertake the obligation in order to
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close up his business; he undertakes it because
he wishes to employ people in order to make
things, so that he can sell them and make a
profit. It is true that the event which triggers
the payment to the employee is the dismissal
by reason of redundancy because the business
is shut down, but that is not the purpose for
which the expense was incurred.”
The Privy Council went on to hold that
Cosmotron was bound by law to make the
severance payments and the potential liability to make such payments was incurred in order to attract, employ and retain the employees and, viewed in this way,
constituted deductible revenue expenditure. In declining to follow the cases of
Godden and Anglo Brewing, the Privy
Council concluded that the outcome of the
Godden case could well have been different if the arguments raised before the Privy
Council were raised before the Court of
Appeal in Godden. The Privy Council held:
“The obligation to make them was contingent, like many of the employer’s other
contractual or statutory obligations, but was
none the less incurred as a necessary condition of retaining the services of the employees concerned. The argument advanced by Cosmotron in the present case
was not put to the Cour t of Appeal in
Godden, and the reception which it would
have received must be a matter for speculation. The point does not appear to have been
explored in the later cases in which Godden
has been cited, and which have helpfully
been brought to their Lordships’ notice in a
joint note prepared by counsel for the parties. In the opinion of their Lordships the
reasoning of the Court of Appeal in Godden
should not be applied in the present case.”
The obvious question therefore is how
does this impact Ampat Tin and KRP?

If the Cosmotron arguments had been
raised before the High Court in Ampat Tin,
and the Federal Court in KRP, neither court
may have held retrenchment benefits to be
non-deductible (in the case of complete shut
down of a business) as both courts were
swayed by the reasoning in Godden, which
was roundly disapproved of by the Privy
Council in Cosmotron. The Privy Council
in Cosmotron held instead that :
a) although the event that “triggered off”
the payment to the employees was the
closing down of the business, that was
not the reason for which the liability to
make the severance payments had
been incurred; and
b) the potential liability to pay severance
payments was an unavoidable part of
conducting business and was undertaken as a necessary part of the same.
Recognising the strictures of judicial precedent in Malaysian law, it is not suggested
that Ampat Tin and KRP (insofar as it approves of Godden) have been overruled
by Cosmotron. As Cosmotron is not binding in Malaysia, Ampat Tin still represents
Malaysian law on this subject, at least for
the moment.
Having said that, it would be wrong to
disregard Cosmotron on this ground alone.
The Privy Council’s view that Godden (and
by extension Anglo Brewing) could have
been decided differently if Cosmotron type
arguments were considered, casts serious
doubt upon the foundations of Ampat Tin.
Accordingly, it is open for a Malaysian court
in subsequent cases to consider and, if
thought desirable, abandon the Ampat
Tin/Godden approach, in favour of the
Cosmotron approach.
However, until Ampat Tin is overruled
or disapproved of by a Malaysian court
through the industry of a taxpayer who is
minded to press the point, the conservative majority of taxpayers will have to put
up with the Revenue’s outdated reliance
upon Ampat Tin. AT
Note : The author, Anand Raj, Advocate & Solicitor, is a Partner in the Tax & Revenue Practice
Group of Messrs. Shearn Delamore & Co., Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. The views of the author do not
necessarily represent the views of the firm and
the Institute. Nothing herein contained should
be construed as legal advice on the applicability
of any provision of law to a given set of facts.
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LEGAL ACCOUNTING

Narrowing the scope of

Kimlin’s Case
Pertaining to the receiver and manager’s power over
moveable assets of the company on the onset of liquidation
By Azimah Abdul Aziz
K. BALASUBRAMANIAM,
LIQUIDATOR FOR KOSMOPOLITAN
CREDIT & LEASING SDN BHD.
(IN LIQUIDATION) VS. MBF
FINANCE BERHAD & 2 ORS.

Subsequent to the Federal Court’s decision in Melatrans Sdn Bhd
Vs. Carah Enterprise Sdn Bhd 1 as regards to the Receiver and
Manager’s power to dispose charged properties by way of private
treaty, which referred to the ratios of the much talked about case of
Kimlin Housing Development Sdn Bhd vs. Bank Bumiputra (M)
Berhad (Kimlin)2 the Court of Appeal has recently delivered a
decision in K. Subramaniam, Liquidator for Kosmopolitan Credit &
Leasing Sdn Bhd. (In Liquidation) Vs. MBF Finance Berhad & 2
Ors3 which attempts to clarify the uncertainty that was created by
Kimlin as regards to the issue of whether Receivers and Managers
were required to hand over moveable assets of the Company to the
Liquidator after the onset of liquidation of the Company.
The Facts of the Case
On 17 November 1982, Kosmopolitan
Credit & Leasing Sdn. Bhd. (KCL) created
a debenture in favour of a co-operative society known as Koperasi Serbaguna
Kosmopolitan Berhad (Koperasi). Subsequently, the rights under the debenture
were assigned by the koperasi to
Kewangan Utama Malaysia Berhad
(KUMB) pursuant to a deed of assignment.
On February 1991, the 2nd Respondent
was appointed by the secured creditor as
R&M pursuant to the terms of the
debenture. On May 1991 the High Court
ordered the winding-up of KCL and
appointed the Appellant as the Liquidator.
KUMB was subsequently acquired by
MBF Finance Bhd (MBF) [1st
Respondent] wherein all the rights and
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liabilities of KUMB became vested in the
1st Respondent.
On May 1992 the Liquidator filed an
Originating Summons seeking a declaration that the debenture was null and void.
However, the central issue for determination in this case is in respect of the
Liquidator’s application for an acquiring
order with regards to the movable asset
pursuant to S. 233(1) and 277(5) of the
Companies Act, 1965 (1965 Act) and that,
the Solicitors for the Liquidator had relied
upon the ratios of the Supreme Court’s
1

2MLJ 193, 2003 (for case review — refer to
Akauntan Nasional June [Vol 16, No.5] 2003 issue)

2

2MLJ 805, 1997 (for case review — refer to
Akauntan Nasional June [vol.10,No.6] 1997 issue)

3

Yet reported (Decision was delivered by the Court
of Appeal on 19 May 2003)
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decision in Kimlin’s case (at page 826) in
support of such application which reads as
follows :
“The position in this country is different.
Because a receiver and manager of any part
of the undertaking of the corporation appointed under a power contained in any instrument is by definition (see s. 4(1)(b) of
the 1965 Act) an officer of the corporation and all officers of a corporation, whether past
or present, are obliged under pain of prosecution under S.300(1), to deliver up
to the liquidator appointed by the Court
or as he directs …

1st Respondent) as debenture holder was
a chargee of equitable charge. Assuming
KCL was not in liquidation, it is incumbent
upon KCL to redeem it before the R&M
could be compelled to hand over the
movable asset to KCL.
Further to the above, the Court of Appeal was of the view that the Kimlin case is
distinguishable from the present case on
the following grounds :
i) The present case is concerned with ap-

i) all movable and immovable proper ty of the corporation in his
custody or under his control; or
ii) all books and papers in his custody
or control belonging to the corporation, being by law required to deliver
up the same [see S.300(1)(b)(i)
and (ii)] - the clear implication is
that liquidation does not merely
terminate the agency of a receiver
and manager but also his powers
on winding up, since there is no
estate for the receiver and manager
to administer”.

The Court of Appeal’s Decision
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iii) S.277(5) which is relevant to the
present case was not considered in
Kimlin’s case.
iv) Kimlin’s case speaks about S.300 which
is a penal section and S.4(1)(b). The
Court of Appeal is of the view that the
statutor y provisions in the aforesaid
section are qualified by S.233(1) and
S.277(5). Although it is noted that
under S.300, the R&M is required
to hand over the asset of the
company to the liquidator. The
Court of Appeal takes the position
that, distinction has to be made between the R&M appointed by a
secured creditor and one appointed
by the company. In the case of the
R&M appointed by a secured
creditor as in the present case, his
prime duty is to the debenture
holder and not to the company.

Conclusion

For the Liquidator, it was submitted
that the application of the acquiring
order in respect of the movable asset
of the company is justifiable pursuant
to the precedent as stipulated in the
Kimlin case.

On 19 May 2003 the Cour t of
Appeal decided that the Kimlin case
is distinguishable from the present
case wherein, on the issue of whether the
Liquidator is prima facie entitled to the
movable asset pursuant to S. 233(1) and S.
277(5) of the 1965 Act, The Court of Appeal
held that the Receiver and Manager could
not be compelled to hand over the movable
asset to the Liquidator. It was further held
that KCL is only entitled to equity of redemption and it follows, therefore that the
Liquidator is only entitled to exercise his
right of redemption.
The Court of Appeal’s decision is based
upon the fact that the debenture in the
present case was registered under S.108
of the 1965 Act, meaning that MBF (the

cation to charged land under NLC. But
the Court in Kimlin made no mention
that Sowman’s case had no application
to movable property.

plication by the Liquidator for an acquiring order in respect of movable asset pursuant to S. 233(1) and 277(5) of
the 1965 Act; whereas Kimlin’s case is
concerned with statutor y charge of
land under the National Land Code
(NLC).

It appears that the Court of Appeal
in the above case has fur ther
narrowed the scope of the Kimlin
case wherein it clarifies that as far
as movable assets are concerned, a
Receiver and Manager who is
appointed under a debenture with a
valid power of attorney may still
exercise such powers (over movable
assets) even after the commencement of liquidation. In view of the
above decision, Receivers and
Managers can now, at least be sure that
they may continue to exercise their powers
over movable assets even after the onset
of liquidation of the company. However, the
above case is a Court of Appeal decision,
thus, it may not be final, as there is always
a possibility that the Federal Court may
take a different view. AT

ii) In the Kimlin case , it was an application for leave to sell lands, which were
subject to the charge, without taking
proceedings under NLC to obtain judicial sale. In Kimlin, it was held that
Sowman and others vs. David Samuel
Trust [1978] 1AER 6164 had no appli-

4

In Sowman it was held — a receiver appointed over
assets, which included a mortgage debt could validly exercise the power of sale in the name of the
company despite its liquidation. This power, being
coupled with an interest, was irrevocable both in
common law and by statute, it was further held that
the sale by receiver did not contravene s.227 of the
Companies Act, 1948 (UK) — [equivalent to the Malaysian s.223]
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Nurturing PLCs
Accountants should play a
leading role in the listing
process of Malaysian
companies.

By Habsah Marjuni

A

nd so the gong is hit and ABC
Berhad becomes another public
listed company. Not on the main
or second board of the Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange. Rather, on the
MESDAQ Market.
Such a listing signifies that company
ABC has fulfilled the quantitative and qualitative criteria set by the Securities Commission, as well as other considerations
such as the National Development Policy
and corporate governance requirements.
Most companies seeking listing on the
MESDAQ Market are those engaging in

demanding and requires specialised skills
and experience. Ideally, the IPO team
should comprise members of the company
advisers, lawyers, reporting accountants
and other relevant parties.
According to the handbook, the reporting accountants’ role is to :
䡲 Prepare the long form accountants’ report as part of the application for listing;
䡲 Review profit and cashflow forecasts,
projections and bases of assumptions in
the company’s five-year business development plan;
䡲 Determine whether the accounting policies practiced by the company are consistent with the accounting standards
prescribed by the Malaysian Accounting
Standards Board;
䡲 Assist the Adviser in r–eplying to questions raised by the regulators;
䡲 Conduct financial due diligence review;
and
䡲 Prepare the accountants’ report required
in the prospectus.

“Accountants should play a
more pro-active role and
put their clients on the
right track from the very
beginning…”
— Chen Voon Hann
Principal,
YTC Corporate Consulting Sdn Bhd
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among the 12 Priority Technology Areas
that include a category on emerging technologies. Bear in mind, although emphasis is given to technology based companies,
non-technology based companies with
growth potential are not excluded from
seeking such a listing.
Now, the next question is : what are the
roles of accountants in such an exercise?
In a handbook issued by the KLSE, Practical Guide to Listing on MESDAQ Markets,
one of the advices dished out to companies
is to assemble a dedicated initial public
offering team to oversee the listing process,
the main reasons being that the process is

Further, the handbook advises that when
selecting reporting accountants, companies should consider their stature, understanding and experience with regards to
the industry that the company is engaged
in. At the same time, the reporting accountants should preferably have previous experience in handling IPOs. In addition, the
resources and experience of accounting
firms could help a company to better manage the risks associated with becoming and
being a public-listed company.
In his paper, Accountant — Adding Value
to the Listing Process, presented at the Briefing on MESDAQ Market in early July, YTC
Corporate Consulting Sdn Bhd’s principal
Chen Voon Hann listed nine main areas
that reporting accountants could assume
significant roles. They are :
1 Identification of potential listing candidate;
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2 5-year business development plan;
3 Tax planning;
4 Investment and matching;
5 Bank facilities application support;
6 Application to relevant authorities;
7 Human Resource Development;
8 Corporate Governance; and
9 Selection of IPO team.

“…it is timely
that reporting
accountants
consider getting
together, that is,
merging their
firms in view of
recent economic
developments in
the region. At the
same time, they
should also move
towards becoming
advisers as well.”

“Accountants should play a more pro-active role and put their clients on the right
track from the very beginning,” said Chen.
This means giving more value-added services to the client and to avoid unnecessary mistakes, he added.
“At the same time, the accountants
should practise professional independence
by exercising good judgement every step
of the way. One effective method of doing
this is for firms to rotate their partners
when handling a particular client,” continued Chen.
— Raymond Liew
Another important thing to remember,
Council
Member, MIA
said Chen, is to introduce the corporate
governance culture from Day One.
“When corporate governance becomes
a self regulated culture at the clients’ place,
they will start behaving like a public-listed
company although in reality they are still small. We want them to think
big in a slowly but surely manner,” he said.
At the same function, Malaysian Institute of Accountants’ Council Member Raymond Liew said it is timely that reporting accountants consider
getting together, that is, merging their firms in view of recent economic
developments in the region. At the same time, they should also move
towards becoming advisers as well. At present, there are 14 such advisers
approved by the KLSE. AT

Nine Areas of Services
Identification of potential listing candidate
䡲 Business nature
䡲 Business model readiness
䡲 Management team readiness — CEO, CFO, CTO,
CMO — to take company to next level
䡲 Financial status readiness — have they achieved positive cashflow? — capital base — sufficient return to
support investors’ needs

Five-year business development plan
䡲 Business overview and SWOT analysis — communication — mission must be written down
䡲 Product development — time frame — what product?
— milestones
䡲 Sales and marketing = 4P – product, place, promotion, price
䡲 Human resource development
䡲 Financial planning and projection

Tax planning
䡲 Application for MSC status — strengthen company’s
position as technology-based activities candidate

Investment and matching
䡲 Matching of suitable candidates for merger and acquisition
䡲 Venture capital sourcing (seed, expansion, growth,
mezzanine)
䡲 Types of VC (management, strategic, financial)
䡲 Assist in due diligence process – what to prepare and
avoid

Bank facilities application support
䡲 Assist in bank facilities application

Application to relevant authorities
䡲 Foreign investment committee
䡲 Ministry of International Trade and Industry
䡲 Securities Commission

HR Development
䡲 Advisory on the setting up of effective management
structure
䡲 Advisory on the recruitment of suitable candidates

Corporate Governance
䡲 Assist in progressive adoption of Malaysian Code on
Corporate Governance
䡲 Assist in risk management planning
䡲 Review of internal control and accounting system

Selection of IPO team
䡲
䡲
䡲
䡲
䡲
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Adviser/sponsor
Underwriter
Legal Adviser
Property Valuer
Technical Consultant
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Changing

Product Cost
Environment

and the need to have appropriate

Product Cost Systems
By Nagarathnam
Sithambaran

“… changes have
brought about an
evolution in the
product cost
environment, which
has created a need
for having appropriate
product costing
systems for computing
accurate product
costs.”
30

T

he history of management
accounting as portrayed by
Johnson and Kaplan (1987)
in their book Relevance Lost :
The Rise and Fall of Management Accounting has provided insights
into the paradigm shift in the product costing environment and the need to examine
current product cost systems design. During the early decades of the 20th century,
the norm was a simple manufacturing environment in which a single or few products were produced. Labour was considered to be an important element of cost as
most of the manufacturing activities were
labour intensive. Without today’s advances
in information technology, the costs of information accessibility and measurement
was high. In addition, the level of competition was low and was mainly on a non-global basis. The later decades of the 20th centur y experienced a myriad of changes,
which included the need for many
organisations to market a wide range of
products and the emergence of a complex
manufacturing environment. Generally,
complex manufacturing processes led to
the decrease in labour intensive manufacturing resulting in decreasing direct labour
costs and increasing indirect costs. Furthermore, information technology advancement took a great leap during this
period, thus facilitating not only accessibility and measurement of cost information
but also expediting and simplifying communication processes both locally and globally. This improvement in communication
facilities engendered increased local and

global competition. To have a competitive
edge, firms were forced to look into satisfying the needs of customers, and hence a
quality culture with customer-focus
emerged. These changes have brought
about an evolution in the product cost environment, which has created a need for
having appropriate product costing systems for computing accurate product costs.
The critics of contemporary product costing systems have reiterated the danger of
computing distorted product costs leading
to wrong decision-making and hence resulting in losing out to competitors. The
highly publicised criticisms are :
䡲 Product costs computed for financial
accounting stock valuation are also used
for managerial decision-making;
䡲 Use of over-simplistic indirect cost assignment methods resulting in computing distorted product costs; and
䡲 Importance given to labour-based overhead rates despite the decline of direct
labour costs as a result of the changing
manufacturing environment

The need for a change in product costing systems Cooper (1990) claimed that
most firms derive full cost information for
decision-making obtained from cost systems
designed decades ago for meeting financial
accounting requirements. Critics of contemporary product cost systems (Kaplan, 1984;
Kaplan, 1985; Johnson and Kaplan, 1987;
Cooper and Kaplan, 1988; Kaplan, 1988) argue that the simplified systems generated
distorted product costs. Product cost distorAugust 2003

tion occurred as a result of inappropriate indirect cost allocations. Surveys have shown
that many companies use simplistic overhead
allocations (Hendricks, 1988; Cohen and
Paquette, 1991; Emore and Ness, 1991;
Drury and Tayles, 1994).

The current environment of many diversified products can be in the form of product or volume diversity. Product diversity
relates to products consuming activity resources in different proportions, while volume diversity occurs when products are

manufactured in different batch sizes, resulting in variations in resources consumed
by the diversified products. Traditional cost
systems with their volume-based secondstage cost drivers may not be able to capture the variation in the resource consumption by the products accurately resulting in
distorted product costs (Cooper, 1988).
Furthermore the new manufacturing environment, with advanced production techniques, such as automation and computer
aided manufacturing, has increased the proportion of indirect costs to the total cost
structure. With automation, Brinker (1997)
and Ansari (1997) suggest that firms now
produce a wider range of products and the
proportion of indirect costs to the total cost

“… the new manufacturing
environment, with
advanced production
techniques, such as
automation and computer
aided manufacturing, has
increased the proportion
of indirect costs to the
total cost structure.”
structure has increased. Direct labour costs
have reduced while indirect labour costs related to computer aided manufacturing has
increased (Cooper and Kaplan, 1991; Cooper, 1995; Kaplan and Atkinson, 1998).
Cowton and Vail (1996) have pointed out
that there is a direct link between the decrease in direct labour and increase in
overheads with automation, i.e. when machines with salaried employees overseeing
them, have replaced direct labour. The
change in the cost structure creates the
need to develop more sophisticated methods to assign the higher proportion of the
indirect costs to products accurately, so as
to compute accurate product costs. When
the indirect cost structure is insignificant
within the total cost structure, then assigning such indirect costs inaccurately will not
distort the product costs. Distorted product cost information may result in making
wrong decisions that could be disadvanta-
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Changing Product Cost Environment and the need to have appropriate Product Cost Systems

geous to the firms. The traditional costing
system with an emphasis on direct labour
cost, therefore may be inappropriate in the
new manufacturing environment.
During the earlier decades of the 20th century, accessing and processing information
was a tedious task with non-computerised
information systems. However the developments in computerised information technology over the past three decades have considerably reduced information processing
costs and time, and also has facilitated in
the flexibility of extracting information as
and when needed. These advancements
have reduced the costs and barriers of operating more sophisticated systems.
Major efficiency in the communication
network through advancement in information technology, and the customer-oriented
culture towards the later part of the 20th
century, has led to the development of global business competition. To survive, businesses require more accurate product
costs in order to avoid over-costing or under-costing their products. Over or under
costing may lead firms to make wrong decisions on their product profitability analysis, which in turn would be advantageous
to their competitors. Here again the traditional cost system with its volume-based
second stage cost drivers may produce inaccurate product cost information.
Reflecting on these changes since the early
decades of the 20th century, it is reiterated
that simplistic methods used by the traditional systems based on direct labour hours
or machine hours in assigning joint resources to the products are unlikely to be
pertinent in today’s changing environment.
Bromwich and Bhimani (1994) have stated
that for its continued development, management accounting must rest on its rich history side by side with an appreciation of pressures, constraints and opportunities that enable it to maintain a proactive edge.

Appropriate cost system It is important to note that Merchant and Shields
(1993) have identified some organisations
that prefer to measure product costs less
precisely, having costs that may be deliberately biased with the intention of inducing specific positive behavioural responses.
For example, although several criticisms
have been targeted at the use of direct
labour hour as the overhead allocation
base, especially in an automated environ-
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ment, some Japanese companies have
implemented the controversial labour hour
rate for behavioural reasons. Hiromoto
(1998) illustrates this practice at Hitachi,
whereby the accountants were convinced
that allocating overheads based on direct
labour creates the desired strong pro-automation incentives throughout the
organisation. Innes and Mitchell (1995)
have observed that Japanese firms have
the objective to motivate cost-conscious
behaviour rather than to produce accurate
product costs. Hence direct labour hours
are still used as motivational cost drivers,

associated with measurements required by
the cost system, whilst cost of errors are
those associated with making poor decisions based on inaccurate product costs.
The acceleration in current global competition together with the emergence of deregulation has increased the harmful impacts of
the cost of errors. Costs of measurements
and costs of errors are negatively correlated; hence the optimal cost system should
be the point at which the marginal cost of
an improvement just equals the marginal
benefits of the improvement. This indicates
the need for a cost benefit analysis when

as it makes labour a costly resource and
motivates designers to design labour out
of the products. The idea of such controversial cost systems is to focus the employees’ attention on the factors managers feel
are most critical for generating continuous
improvement and competitive advantage.
Despite the above observations, reasonably accurate product cost information is
generally required for strategic decisionmaking.
Three factors, viz. cost of measurement,
cost of errors, and product diversity are
identified by Cooper (1988), to be instrumental in determining an optimal costing
system. He points out that the optimal cost
system is not necessarily the most accurate
cost system. An optimal cost system is one
that minimises the sum of the cost of measurement and the cost of errors. Costs of
measurements are identified as those costs

considering the level of sophistication applicable to the design of cost systems.
Cooper draws attention to the fact that
there is not a universal optimal costing system which applies to all organisations. An
optimal costing system is dependent upon
costs versus benefits criteria, which will
differ depending on the particular circumstances applying to each organisation.
Assigning indirect costs to products is
the area where organisations need to consider as the direct costs assignment poses
no problems. Indirect cost assignment is
classified into two categories, viz.
1 Traditional two stage assignment,
whereby the overheads are apportioned to departmental cost centres and
later absorbed into the cost objects using volume-based cost drivers;
2 Activity-based costing assignment,
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whereby overheads are assigned to activity cost pools and later absorbed into
cost objects using activity-based cost
drivers.
Generally, the sophistication of the cost
system in assigning indirect costs to products/services will var y in relation to the
number of cost pools and the number and
variety of cost drivers used. The more cost
pools and the variety of different second
stage cost drivers that are used, the higher
is the assumed level of sophistication. According to Kaplan and Cooper (1998, p. 99),
a relatively simple ABC system should
have 30-50 activity cost pools and many
different types of cost drivers.

Number of cost pools and cost drivers
The number of cost pools required should
depend on the nature of activities performed. Cooper (1989) argues that there is
a need to have more cost pools if the activities recognised are heterogeneous. The reason being, using a single cost pool for heterogeneous activities poses a difficulty in
identifying an appropriate cost driver that
correlates positively with the consumption
of the various activities aggregated together.
For example, Cooper (1989, p. 34) illustrates
the need to have more cost pools with the
following illustration :
Every time a new batch is run in a metalcutting operation, new tools have to be drawn
from the tool room, inserted and qualified.
The feeds and speeds of the machine must be
altered, parts moved from inventory storage
to the shop floor, the first part has to be inspected, the batch scheduled, and so on.
Under such circumstances, aggregating
the various activities into a single cost pool
will pose the problem of identifying the appropriate cost driver that can trace the
costs of the different activities without
causing product cost distortion. In the
above example, Cooper questions which of
the following would be the appropriate cost
driver — number of set-ups, set-up hours
or number of times scheduled?
However, having many cost pools and different cost drivers may increase the cost and
time of measurement. Therefore cost system designers, as a cost savings measure,
may pool homogeneous activities and identify a single cost driver for that pool of activities. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that if cost accuracy is paramount, then
more cost pools and cost drivers should be
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deployed. Atkinson et al (1997, p. 214) note
that the increase in measurement costs required by a more detailed cost system must
be traded off against the benefit of increased
accuracy in estimating product costs.

Different accuracy requirements Product cost information is required for different roles, viz. stock valuation for external
repor ting purposes, strategic decisionmaking and profitability analysis for internal attention-directing purposes.
Kaplan and Atkinson (1989) state that,
for external reporting purposes, it may not
be necessary to measure individual product costs accurately, as they are required
only for measuring the cost of goods sold
and valuing inventories at the aggregate
level. Therefore, for financial accounting
requirements, a cost system that is able to
analyse accurately the total cost incurred
during a period between cost of sales and
inventories would suffice.
On the other hand, for decision-making
and profitability analysis purposes, more
accurate product costs are needed to distinguish between profitable and unprofitable products. If distorted product costs
are computed, then there is the risk of accepting unprofitable products and dropping profitable products. Therefore the
cost system used for this purpose should
be able to capture accurately the consumption of resources by products.
Kaplan and Cooper (1998, p. 22) advocate
that, manufacturing companies should use
two separate product costing systems to cater for the different levels of accuracy needed
for the different purposes. However they argue that most organisations use a single traditional cost system, designed primarily to
meet financial accounting stock valuation
requirements, to generate cost information
for decision-making requirements. Such
costs are accurate enough for financial accounting but are insufficient for decisionmaking, which requires more accuracy.

Current scenario Despite the above arguments, studies undertaken in many different countries indicate that a significant
number of firms use simplistic costing systems (e.g. blanket overhead rates) and direct labour based rates were the most
widely used second stage cost driver. Activity-based costing (ABC) adoption rates
were low and top management support ap-

peared to be a major factor influencing
ABC success.
A study conducted in Malaysia (N.
Sithambaram, 2002) also suggested that
most of the companies are using unsophisticated product costing systems involving
a small number of cost centres, single cost
drivers, labour-based absorption rates. It
was also noted that the ABC usage rates
were significantly lower than the usage
rates reported in other countries.
Despite the obser ved unsophisticated
systems, the majority of Malaysian firms
were satisfied with their costing systems
and also considered that their systems do
assign the indirect costs accurately to products. It should be noted, however, that the
respondents may be responsible for designing or redesigning costing systems.
Therefore they may be reluctant to indicate
that their costing systems are inaccurate.

Conclusion The conventional wisdom of
management accounting has explained the
need to have different levels of accuracy
for the different purposes for which the
product cost information is required. The
evidence from the Malaysian survey suggests that simplistic product costing systems are widely used which may not be
sufficiently accurate when cost information
is used either directly for decision-making
or profitability analysis. This may result in
making wrong decisions and hence losing
out to competitors. Of particular concern
is that a significant majority of the respondents considered that their costing systems were satisfactory and reported accurate product costs. The study has thus provided important feedback information to
interested parties such as practitioners,
professional bodies, and those responsible
for management accounting education of
the need to improve product costing systems. AT
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Are the Bulls

Back?

By Tareq Ismaun
After rising 15 per cent (more than 100 points) since the 2nd May
2003 closing of 627.26, analysts say the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE) is undergoing a healthy correction. However they
add that the underlying investor sentiment is still intact, with the
Kuala Lumpur Composite Index (KLCI) seen to have strong support above 700 points, between 740 and 750 levels.

“The over-heating
market needs to cool
down before
trending any
higher.”
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I

ndeed, notwithstanding external political factors, some reckon that the main
index will surpass 800 points in the
next six months. Others suggest that the
KLSE is now at an initial phase of a bull run!
Trading volume on the KLSE hit a four-year
high on 15 July, with over 1.43 billion shares
worth RM1.63 billion changing hands.
Says an analyst, “Late institutional buying helped the market to close higher on
18 and 21 July. Following a rally earlier in
the month, the market trend is one of cautious advance, with profit taking capping
gains.” The weighted index of 100 bluechips closed up 3.14 points, or 0.4 per cent,
at 719.66 on 21 July.
Two straight weeks of downward correc-

tion on a moderately heavy volume of 1.067
billion shares caused the KLCI to return
27.46 points last week from its rally-high
of 737.92 points. Notes an analyst : “The
minor technical retreat shows that the underlying strength of the index is still positive. Further technical correction this week
should enable the index to establish a fresh
base for the next upward surge.”
Concurs another analyst, “The over-heating market needs to cool down before
trending any higher.”
Having made handsome gains since May,
institutional investors were realigning their
investment portfolios to lock in profit. After
their recent shopping spree in Asia, analysts
say most foreign fund managers are now
enjoying their summer holidays.
Even so, an analyst says, “Most investors are still confident of the market prospects. They are holding on to rather than
dumping their shares. Since economic data
suggests stronger growth in the coming
months, investors could use this lull to collect some fundamentally sound stocks.”
Agrees a trader, “The market remains on
track for further gains in the long-term.
The recent correction presented an opportunity for long-term investors to acquire
quality stocks at bargain prices.”
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It is noteworthy that some foreign funds
have started to nibble at selected stocks
while others have begun to express interest. In fact since 2 June, the Morgan Stanley
Capital International (MSCI) Malaysia Index has outperformed the KLCI. The MSCI
Malaysia Index gained 19.61 points or 7.7
per cent from 253.5 points to 273.2 points
on July 17 while the KLCI rose marginally,
by 6.54 per cent during the same period.
Among the stocks showing significant gains
in the MSCI Malaysia Index, property developer SP Setia rose 28.5 per cent, Hong Leong
Industries (27.8 per cent), Unisem (21.3 per
cent) and AMMB Holdings (26.4 per cent).
Analysts say SP Setia is attractive on account
of its huge order book and sound management track record. Hong Leong Industries
was riding on the improvement in the share
price of Malaysian Pacific Industries (MPI).
Both MPI and Unisem were foreign funds’
favourites during the tech boom in the 2000
rally. AMMB drew interests largely because
of its merger talks, first with, EON Capital,
and then Commerce Asset Holdings Bhd.
Traditional blue chip favourites among
foreign funds have noticeably underperformed the Emas Index in the six weeks
up to July 16. During the period, the Emas
Index rose by 16.2 points or 9.9 per cent to
180.03 points. But the share prices of 116
stocks, including the large-cap counters,
generally rose by a lesser amount. British
American Tobacco Bhd increased by just
1.9 per cent, while Tenaga Nasional Bhd and
Telekom Malaysia Bhd rose 1.1 per cent and
3.2 per cent respectively.
Others which underperformed the Emas
Index included Malayan Banking (4.1 per
cent), OYL Industries (7.4 per cent), PLUS
Expressway Bhd (6.6 per cent) and Maxis
Communications Bhd (2.6 per cent). Says
an analyst, “Compared to other blue-chips,
heavyweights such as Tenaga, Telekom
and Maybank are pricey.”
Since many of the blue-chips are seen
trading at fair value, the small cap stocks
and second-liners are the focus of the current run-up. These are traditionally the
favourite of retailers and punters.
There was speculation that the oil and
gas sector would benefit from a RM2 billion contract from the national oil corporation, PETRONAS. It has since become one
August 2003

of the themes in the current run-up.
The improved stock market has also resulted in strong investor interest in Initial
Public Offerings (IPOs). Recent new issues
have enjoyed high rates of subscription.
With this renewed interest, investors are
pouring money back into the IPO market.
A research house even predicts the return of the 1993 bull run.
Credit Suisse First Boston (CSFB) said it
foresees a repeat of the 1993 bull run, when
frenzied buying and strong foreign participation drove the market index to a record
high of 1,300 points. CSFB noted that market conditions this year were akin to those
in early 1993 when investors were hit by a
financial crisis and second-liners logged big
volumes and price movements. In a recent
report, the research house said that 2003 is
rapidly developing into the ‘new 1993’. However it expected volumes this year to shift
from second-liners to mainstream stocks,
with foreign investment increasing in stocks
with little fundamental backing.
It noted that a key positive factor is the
October political transition, with Prime
Minister Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad due to step down and hand over
to his deputy Datuk Seri Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi. CSFB said, “As in Thailand, it is
the political change that is the glue that will
hold it all together. We believe that
(Abdullah) will surprise on the upside.”
In a way, that is hardly surprising. Most
fund managers regard small Southeast Asian
markets like Malaysia and Thailand as operating in a politically stable environment. In a
region where there are concerns about political instability, threats to security, ballooning budget deficit and a dearth of good quality stocks, Malaysia is certainly a charming
prospect. Says a Singapore-based fund manager, “If we want exposure to smaller markets on an Asian perspective, we would buy
more of Malaysia and Thailand.”
The recent Malaysian Institute of Economic Research (MIER) 2003 GDP forecast
upward revision from 3.7 per cent made in
April to 4.3 per cent also helps. Several positive developments include early containment
of SARS; better-than-expected local industrial
production growth on the back of a robust
manufacturing sector to compensate for
weaknesses in the SARS-affected services

“As in Thailand, it is the
political change that is the
glue that will hold it all
together. We believe that
(Abdullah) will surprise on
the upside.”
— Credit Suisse First Boston
sector; positive impact of the RM7.3 billion
economic stimulus package announced on
May 21 on housing activities, consumer
spending and the stock market; improvement in the local business and consumer
sentiment and the pick-up in the global
economy and calmer geopolitical situation.
In addition, manufacturing sales in May
rose by 5.2 per cent y-o-y. It was up 0.8 per
cent, compared with April this year. Indeed
going for ward, analysts expect higher
manufacturing sales. Says one, “I envisage
total sales value averaging RM28 billion to
RM29 billion per month for the remaining
part of this year, versus the RM26.9 billion
per month average in the January-May period. This takes into account several factors
such as the uptrend in manufacturing
production growth and higher domestic
and external economic growth over the
next 18 months.” The latter reflects the end
of the SARS outbreak and pro-growth macroeconomic policies at home and abroad.
An upbeat economic assessment by US
Federal Reser ve Chairman Alan
Greenspan has encouraged players to ride
on a rally in equities to capitalise on the
nascent global economic recover y.
Locally the market is waiting for fresh
leads including results of major corporations in the coming weeks. Analysts say institutional investors are likely to wait at least
until August, when the official second quarter GDP figure is released. It would then be
followed by the quarterly reporting season.
Adds one, “A rough picture of how well Malaysia is recovering can be discerned by the
domestic economy’s performance and corporate results in the three months to June.
Together with the country’s planned leadership change, it will be good pointers as to
how high the year-end rally will be.” AT
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Do you

W-A-N-T
to Take Risks?
By Rajen Devadason
Physicists love the word ‘entropy’. It

W-A-N-T!

refers to the tendency every natural
system has to move from a state of

“If I’m to take intelligent risks
with my money to grow my
wealth, I must consider …

order to that of maximum chaos. Entropy explains why astronomers believe the universe appears to be heading toward a final ‘heat death’, countless billions of years from now. Entropy can also be used to rationalise
why your clients’ accounts sometimes
refuse to balance; and why your teenager’s bedroom might

1. MY INHERENT WILLINGNESS TO
TAKE INVESTMENT RISK;
2. MY ABILITY TO DO SO;
3. MY TRUE NEED TO DO SO; AND
4. THE TIME I HAVE LEFT TO
INVEST.”

look like a concussion grenade just
went off in it.
Not surprisingly, entropy also works
in our financial lives. This regular
feature represents Accountants To-

day’s serious bid to educate all
Malaysians on the need for wise adherence to sensible financial planning principles and strategies. Each
accountant is a centre of influence —
in your office, to your colleagues and
clients; and in your home, to your
family. Money Tree is thus designed
to help you learn and then teach —
in steps — all that is important in
crafting a life of financial abundance,
bounty and contentment.
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D

o you see yourself as a
hot-blooded risk taker in
the investment market?
Or are you rather a ‘birdin-hand-is-worth-two-in-

the-bush’ kind of person
who believes
s l o w,

with that. I do it myself, all the time.
But a recent conversation with my friend,

three-dimensional model of willingness,
ability and need, you will realise that it can

Ben Fok, a certified financial planner from
Singapore and CEO of Independent Finan-

safely be assumed that the element of available ‘time’ is intertwined within the ‘abil-

cial Adviser, Providend Pte Ltd, reminded
me of the need to look far below the sur-

ity’ and ‘need’ parameters. I just happen to
prefer to keep’ time’ separate, as an easily

face when ascertaining client pre-disposition toward risk.

defined quantity.)
Interestingly enough, if we list these four

As Ben and I chatted about our respective practices, he reminded me of the dif-

elements that so elegantly contribute toward a complete understanding of a

ferent dimensions of risk that individuals ought to be aware of

person’s capacity to stomach risk, they
spell out ‘W-A-N-T’!

before they can invest in
any meaningful way.

Considering the tremendous complexity
that exists within the growing body of fi-

As Ben put it,
“People who

nancial planning knowledge, it pleases me
to offer such a simple handle on risk to

have the

other financial planners.
Imagine you are either a financial planner or an individual intent on successfully
adopting a D-I-Y approach to the whole
process.
If you’re a practicing financial planner,
imagine you’re sitting with a new client. If
you’re a D-I-Yer, just look in the mirror!

willingness to take
risk can consider investing in
funds. However, for
people to invest in direct
stocks, they will need not only
to know their willingness but their
ability and need to take risk.”
Later, when I returned to Malaysia,
I phoned Ben to elaborate on his last two
points. He wrote back with these illuminatsure
retur ns
are
the
ONLY way to
build a nest egg?
Or are you somewhere in the middle?
Regardless of what you answered, your answer is correct.
For you!
Because Malaysia is at the beginning
of its financial planning industry development cycle, Malaysian financial planners tend
to rely upon quizzes of differing lengths to
measure a client’s predisposition toward investment risk. And there is nothing wrong
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ing thoughts :
“Ability refers to an investor’s financial
situation. For example, if the investor is the
only breadwinner in the family, and has a
large outstanding loan, he may not have the
ability to take risks.
If he wants to accumulate funds for a large
financial goal then there is a need to take
risks, otherwise his financial goal will not
be attainable.”
As I deal with many interesting people
within my diverse client base, I have come
to realise that another element must also
be taken into consideration — the time
available to assume significant amounts of
investment risk.
(For those who prefer to use Ben’s clear

Ask your client (or reflection) these four
questions :
WILLINGNESS : How willing are you to
take on investment risk?
ABILITY : What is your inherent ability
or capacity to take risk?
NEED : What is your need to take risk?
TIME : Just how much time do you
have to commit to this risky endeavour called investing?
Because my own practice’s catch phrase
is ‘Helping You Gain Financial Freedom’,
it is a relatively simple task for me to turn
to new clients and ask them, in all seriousness, “How badly do you WANT it? Is this
desire burning so deep inside that you can
almost taste it?”
Those questions, with particular emphasis on the word ‘WANT’, allow for a natural segue (a musical term pronounced ‘segway’ that refers to a smooth transition between different parts of a composition) to a
discussion on risk.
In my mind, there are two separate mental compartments dedicated to understanding risk : A financial planning box and an
investment planning booth.
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by our imaginations, and then later by our
finite resources.

Leonardo exercised his prodigious genius in increasing his — and eventually

With so much at stake, it is worth investing the thought and effort to go through

mankind’s — store of knowledge, art and
science. Lesser mortals can take a page

the exercise of determining where you
stand on each of the four risk areas.

from his book by expanding their own
store of knowledge. So, returning to our

In figuring out your willingness to assume investment risk, the various risk pro-

subject of risk, it is useful to realise that
quite distinct from the practical financial

file analysis quizzes available from some
banks and many unit trust companies are

planning perception of the true risk of any
endeavour, is the more readily quantifiable

To the average person on the street, the

useful. You can also find excellent quizzes
in Nathan Balakrishnan’s and Geof f

risk measurement using statistical analysis.

word ‘risk’, when applied to investment
vehicles, has just one clear meaning —

Stecyk’s book Wise Moves to Retirement or
in Edmond Cheah’s, Wong Boon Choy’s,

Understanding this form of risk is at the
heart of modern day investment science.

what is the likelihood I will not be able to
get all my money back when I need it!

Alex Sito’s and mine, Financial Freedom
— Your Guide to Lifetime Financial Plan-

It might help you retain a sense of focus
by realising that a hardcore investment

That ‘unsophisticated’ mode of thinking
is far closer to the financial planner’s ap-

ning.
Your ability to take risk is tied closely

professional is always focused on the investment. A financial planner, on the other

propriate approach to risk than it is to that
of the investment science expert.

with how well you have funded your reserve or emergency buffer account, and

hand, must focus on enhancing the life of
his client. That distinction gives rise to a

Because the Certified Financial Planner
Board of Standard’s definition of financial

how secure your job is.
Your need to take risk depends prima-

subtle but significant difference in the perception of risk.

planning is ‘the process of meeting your
life goals through the proper management

rily on what exactly you are tr ying to
achieve in the future with the money you

A central tenet of investment science is
the existence and persistence of what has

of your finances’, I believe a competent financial planner must aspire to help his clients meet the expenses associated with

set aside today; after all, if you have sufficient money to meet all future needs, why

come to be commonly called the risk-reward relationship. It boils down to accept-

take on more risk than is necessary?
Both those components — ability and

ing the premise that the more reward you
want, the more risk you should accept. The

need — are closely knit together. They can
also extend beyond the relatively narrow

equally valid flip side of that particular
‘coin’ is that if you are willing to take on a

considerations of finance. As the ancient
mathematician Pythagoras noted, “Ability

certain degree of risk in your investments,
then you are entitled to a corresponding

“… financial planning is
the process of meeting
your life goals through the
proper management of
your finances”.

future goals in the most efficient manner
possible. (Sound business practice dictates
that effectiveness is always more important
than efficiency, but in this instance, achieving efficiency within the context of a wellstructured financial plan naturally leads to
effectiveness.)
Therefore, when a financial planner sits
down with a client to discuss the level of
risk of a particular course of action, he
should set about determining the client’s
willingness, ability, need and time available
to assume that risk in return for some
hoped and planned for reward.
That anticipated reward is a pile of cash
high enough to meet key goals. For instance, RM1.4 million to be able to send
little Jane, now two years old, say, to
England in 17 years to pursue a medical
degree; or RM5 million to be able to retire
in style in 20 years; or RM50,000 to have a
great round-the-world holiday in five years;
or RM700,000 to pay in full for a dream
home in 12 years.
The list of goals and corresponding costs
can go on and on and on, limited first only
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amount of reward.
The chart shows a

and necessity dwell
near each other.”
The final dimension
of risk profile assessment is time. Just like
people, wine and fixed
deposits, investment
portfolios need suffi-

“Ability and necessity
dwell near each
other.”
Pythagoras, mathematician

cient time to mature.
Taking shortcuts can

simple representation
of the risk-reward relationship.
You’ll notice that at
higher levels of risk,
the amount of reward
you can reasonably
hope for tapers of f.

be damaging. But the good news is that
unless we have squandered most of God’s

This suggests that beyond a certain level,
taking on more risk does not make sense

allotment of time for us, we probably have
a lot of time left to achieve financial suc-

because you probably won’t get a sufficiently greater amount of additional reward

cess.
The trick is to kick that ugly imp Pro-

as recompense.
Another characteristic of this simplified

crastination out of our lives. As one of the
most productive human beings who ever

chart is that it is possible to get a low but
still positive return for no risk! This is

lived, Leonardo da Vinci, pointed out,
“Time stays long enough for anyone who

called the risk-free rate.
The risk-free rate is by definition the

will use it.”

current rate offered by a risk-free asset.
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(From a purely financial planning perspective, at least a significant portion of your

vestment asset is deemed — by the pure
investment professional — to be measured

fore, it is useful to retain a clear understanding of both concepts of risk when

emergency buffer or reser ve should be
parked in such assets.)

by the standard deviation of either historical returns or future expected ones.

contemplating future investment decisions
within a financial plan.

In international investing, the accepted
risk-free rate is the yield currently offered

Usually, such returns are calculated on
an annual basis. The higher the standard

If all that seems like a lot of work, consider this truth : At the end of each work-

by the shortest tenure government paper
issued by the most robust economy in the

deviation, the wider the spread of points
around the mean; that translates into

ing day, most of us stagger home exhausted. Many of us seem to be working

world. That instrument has for a long time
been the interest rate offered on US gov-

higher volatility.
The lower the standard deviation, the

longer and longer hours for less and less
satisfaction. Fur thermore, even if our

ernment Treasury bills of no more than
three months’ tenure. Only time will tell if

narrower the spread around the mean, and
therefore the lower the volatility.

payslips remind us we are drawing larger
salaries than ever, we often seem only to

that continues to be the case, in the decades
ahead.

Individual stocks usually exhibit higher
volatility than equity unit trust funds.

be able to buy less.
The first problem centres on not being

In my very first book, Your A-Z Guide to
the Stock Market (Times International,

Bonds are usually less volatile than stocks,
and bank deposit returns less volatile than

able to do what we love. The second is a
natural result of embedded inflation
coupled with an under developed capacity
for delayed gratification.

THE RISK-REWARD RELATIONSHIP
Reward

The solution to both problems is to
gradually make the transition from working for our money to having our money
work for us. As a catalyst, let me bluntly
ask you: How badly do you crave for
financial freedom?
As you contemplate how much you want
to attain that goal of having your portfolio
spin off sufficient passive income to meet
all normal expense requirements, do yourself a favour and try to come to grips with
the four dimensions of your risk profile :

The Risk
Free Rate
Risk

1 Your willingness to take on investments risk;
2 Your ability to do so;

1997), this is what I wrote about such an
asset :

total bond returns.
When you realise that over the long haul

Risk-free asset — Hypothetically deemed
to be a short-term US Treasury instrument,

stocks tend to grow more than bonds that
in turn grow more than bank deposits, you

therefore a Treasury bill, that is supposed
to be utterly risk-free because it is backed

will gain an intuitive grasp of why the riskreward relationship works as well as it does!

by the most powerful government in the
world. However, at the rate the US twin

As with all things statistical, the more
data points available — meaning the longer

deficits are escalating, some theoreticians
are beginning to question the accuracy of

the period we have to study the investment
— the more conclusive the results.

the term.
For practical purposes, the retail Malay-

Never forget that in essence, the financial planner looks upon risk as the prob-

sian — and the financial planner acting on
his behalf — can quite safely use the short-

ability his client won’t have his money
when he needs it. The investment profes-

est tenure fixed deposit of the biggest local bank to ascertain the current local ‘risk-

sional considers risk to rise and fall in line
with volatility as measured by the standard

free rate’. That would mean Maybank’s 1month FD rate.

deviation.
Both are correct, and neither approach

The actual risk associated with any in-

is inherently superior to the other. There-
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3 Your need to do so; and
4 The time you have left.
Once you’ve answered those four questions — easily remembered by the acronym
W-A-N-T — allow your responses to lead
you to bold, measured, unstoppable action.
I wish you great success! AT
Note : The writer, a certified financial planner
and professional trainer, is co-author of best
sellers Financial Freedom – Your Guide to Lifetime Financial Planning and Financial Freedom
2 – Through Malaysian Equities and Unit Trusts,
(publisher: Public Mutual). His latest book is
entitled Liberty! From Debt-Slave to Money Master, (publisher: i2Media). Rajen is CEO of RD
WealthCreation Sdn. Bhd. He welcomes questions and comments on any aspect of personal
finance in Malaysia. So, please feel free to ‘snail
mail’ c/o Accountants Today or e-mail
rajendevadason@yahoo.co.uk
and
cc
devadason@maxis.net.my. You can also visit him
at www.i2media.com.my/wealthcreation.
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Wills and
Estate Planning

E

state planning such as Wills or a
Trust often brings the unpleasant thought of death-related issues. Unfortunately, such thinking
often leads us to procrastinate getting our
plan in motion and should such a “call-day”
come it will freeze our assets which will be
tied up in court for years and cause devastating problems for those left behind. All the
hard work that we have done to build and
accumulate wealth during our lifetime
shrinks due to lack of planning. Hence, estate
planning should form an integral part of your
wealth planning strategy. This is specially important and essential for anyone with assets,
with family members and with an on-going
business.
Most Malaysian have not made a simple
Will, to say nothing of a more comprehensive estate plan. No surprise there — we all
have things we’d rather do.
During our lifetime, we begin with the
wealth process by Creation, following Accumulation, Perseverance and the final
stage of Wealth Distribution. We may have
the wealth built up over a lifetime but have
yet to complete the last process by distributing the assets in the proper manner.
An overview describing an estate plan: a
written expression of how you want your
assets to be owned, managed and preserved
during your lifetime and how you want to
transfer the ownership or control to the right
person upon your death. Estates include
all assets, proper ties – movable or
immovable, tangible or intangible.
As mentioned, it boils down to a methodical process of planning for the accumulation,
preservation, and then distribution of your
estate according to your wishes and the tools
you will use include a Will, definitely, and a
Trust, perhaps. The common tools of estate
planning include :
䡲 Wills
䡲 Trusts

䡲 Power of attorney (POA)
䡲 Life insurance
䡲 Nomination
䡲 Assignment
䡲 Buy-sell agreement between the partners
of a business for the estate to receive
money in exchange of giving up the shares
in the business.

Although the awareness of
Estate Planning in our
society is growing as
compared to a few years ago,
there is still an aversion to
adopting the process. The
failure to plan may be due to
the ignorance of what it
involves, the misconceptions
and the lack of urgency for
such important planning.

Estate Planning in Syariah Law

By Jenny Tan

Muslims are governed by the Syariah Law
and not by the Wills Act 1959. They can will

Examples of assets
Immovable property — Land, house, building, any other permanent improvement on
the land
Personal property — Personal effects, collections, cars, boats, livestock, pets, cash,
bank accounts, notes, bonds, equities, unit trusts, shares in a company, jewellery,
household goods, inventories, computers, machinery and equipment, insurance policies
Intellectual property — Trademark, trade name, patents, copyrights, designs, software
designs, logo, franchises, deeds of trusts

Figure 1
Elements of
Wealth Management

Wealth

Wealth
Distribution

alt
ation

away up to one-third of their estate to
relatives, friends, or public welfare, as long
as the beneficiaries are not entitled to a fixed
share under the Syariah Law. As for the
remaining two-thirds it must be distributed
in accordance to the Islamic Law of
Distribution — “Faraid”.
A Muslim Will may be made either orally
or in writing or by an intelligible gesture on
ones part (according to Subsection 26(1) of
the Muslim Wills Enactment 1999).

The assets of the Muslim Will (Wasiat)
must be of the following conditions :
䡲 Halal;
䡲 Has a financial value (e.g. cash, cars,
shares) and it is also productive and easy
to liquidate;
䡲 Assets with outstanding debts cannot be
included in the Will, unless the assets
given will be cleared of debts when inherited to the beneficiaries through, for exContinued on page 42
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ample, MRTA or life insurance against the
debts, so that the beneficiary does not have
to make any payment upon inheriting the
assets;
䡲 Can give away any property owned during his/her lifetime without it being
subject to the Syariah Law of Distribution,
䡲 Can create a living trust for beneficiaries
while alive;
䡲 Life insurance proceeds: the nominees
named in the life policy are executors only
and not beneficiaries. The proceeds received
by nominees must be distributed according
to the Islamic Law of Distribution

DISTRIBUTION ACT 1958 AS AMENDED BY THE
DISTRIBUTION (AMENDMENT) ACT 1997
Intestate Leaving Surviving

Entitlement

Spouse only
(no parent/issue)

Spouse – 100%

Spouse & Parent(s)
(no issue)

Spouse – 50%

Parent(s) – 50%

Issue only
(no spouse/parent[s])

—

Issue – 100%

Parent(s) only
(no spouse/issue)

—

Parent(s) –100%

Spouse & Issue
(no parent[s])

Spouse – 1/3

Issue – 2/3

Parent(s) & Issue
(no spouse)

—

Parent(s) – 1/3
Issue – 2/3

Spouse, Parent(s)
& Issue

Spouse – 1/4

Parent(s) – 1/4
Issue – 2/4

(Extract from IFPA Resources)

The Clock is Ticking
Just a quick thought. If you were to pass
away one day without even a simple estate
plan, your loved ones will be left in the lurch
struggling to sort out your personal affairs.
For instance, some questions they may have
no way of answering might be :
䡲 Do they know where your assets are?
䡲 Did you have any bank account, fixed
deposit or any safe deposit box?

* Issue : Includes children and the descendants of children.
* Parent : Natural mother or father of a child or the lawful mother or father of a
child under the Adoption Act 1952.

confusing; too expensive and overwhelming
with a lot more issues. You may want to get
a quick start by thinking about some broad
categories of information :
䡲 Insurance policies
䡲 Wills, living trusts, deeds and other important documents
䡲 Pensions and retirement accounts

䡲 Did you have any life insurance policy,
pension (EPF) or annuity? Where did you
keep the documents? Who will receive the
proceeds?

䡲 Bank account, unit trust, stocks and bonds

䡲 Did you have investments in shares, bonds
or unit trusts? Where are the records?

Then think about organising this information in a way that will help your family handle
your af fairs after your death. You can
structure the information any way you like
— even some scribbled notes left in an
accessible location is better than nothing. But
if you have the time and energy for it,
consider a more thorough approach.
Look at this scenario, what would happen
to a family with young children if both
husband and wife were killed in a car accident? Without naming a guardian and a
trustee to manage their trust funds they
could go through the trauma of confusion
and the issue about who gets control over
the children and all funds could get locked
up in court. A real life problem faced by many
people out there, these complications could
add up to unnecessary fees and a delay in
the distribution of your estate.
Estate planning is vital in life and it is a
part of your financial planning. It does not
matter what your level of income is, your net
worth or other family circumstances. With-

䡲 Who is the best person to look after your
kids?
䡲 Who will be the most reliable person to
distribute your estate?
䡲 Do you know where all the above will be
after you’re gone? (To the one you wish to
give and not land in the wrong hands)
Most of us carry the thought around in
our heads and never discuss it with our family
members in a comprehensive way.
In reality, there are more than the above
questions and you know while alive you need
a Will, a living trust, or some other means of
protecting your assets and your loved ones.
Unfortunately there are many people who
had actually realised the importance of estate planning but died prematurely leaving
their loved ones unprotected.
Many of us have been putting off estate
planning or leaving it to a later time, probably because the task seems too early; too
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䡲 Safe deposit boxes and other locked or
hidden places

out a proper plan for the future, you could be
leaving your children or loved ones with complications and none of us want to do that.
In this article, we will go through the most
fundamental tool of Estate Planning — A Will.

The Simplest Way
The simplest way to ensure all your assets
will be distributed after your death according to your wishes is to prepare a Will. A Will
is a legal document declaring the intention
to transfer your property and assets, which
only take effect upon death. A Will is only
considered valid if it is written by any person
over the age of 18 (except Sabah — age of
21) and who is “being of sound mind and
memory”; attested with signatures of the testator and two witnesses.
Although Wills are simple to create, more
than half of all Malaysian die intestate (no
will). Without a Will to indicate your wishes,
the court steps in and distributes your property according to the Distribution Act 1958
as amended by the Distribution (Amendment)
Act 1997. In addition, you cannot choose the
person whom you trust to look after your
estate. The person appointed by the court is
called an administrator instead of executor
although they will have the same responsibilities. Administrators have to apply to the
Courts for “Letters of Administration” instead
of the Grant of Probate and the procedure is
generally more complicated. For example, the
administrators will have to provide two guarantors unless they get approval from the Court
not to have such guarantors.
Wills are not just for the rich; the amount
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of assets you have is irrelevant. A Will
ensures that what assets you do have will be
given to family members or other beneficiaries you designate. This is especially
important if you have young children because it gives you the opportunity to choose
a reliable guardian for them in the event of
your death. Without a Will, the court will
appoint a guardian for your children. (The
next series will elaborate on this topic)
Nowadays, you can have your Wills written by :
䡲 A Professional Will-Writer
䡲 A lawyer
䡲 Will-Writing software
If a person dies intestate (without a Will)
and not leaving a spouse, child or parent, the
estate will be distributed to the following
person(s) in accordance of priority :
a) Brothers & sisters (siblings)
b) Grandparents
c) Uncles & aunts
d) Great grandparents
e) Great uncles and aunts
f) Government

Naming an Executor
An executor is the person or trust corporation you name to distribute your assets in
accordance with your Will. Usually, people
choose their spouse, adult child/children,
family relative, a friend, or a trust corporation
to perform this task. If the beneficiaries are
minors named in your Will, it will be
preferable to have at least two Executors/
Trustees who would be able to hold any
assets or invest or use any money for the
benefit of the minors.
The executor files the Will in probate
court, where a judge decides if the Will is
valid. Probate refers to the legal procedure
for the orderly distribution of property in a
person’s estate. If it is found to be valid, assets
are distributed according to the Will. If the
Will is found to be invalid, assets are

Testate (with a Will)

䡲 Make funeral arrangements;
䡲 Determine assets and liabilities;
䡲 Obtain Grant of Probate;
䡲 Pay valid creditors, taxes, final expenses;
䡲 Prepare statement of accounts;
䡲 Distribute the assets according to the Will.

Preparing a Will
Start by organising what you have by firstly
identifing your assets, estimate your
outstanding debts and brainstorm yourself

Intestate (Without a Will)
The Court will appoint an Administrator.
Family members may fight to be appointed as
Administrator for obvious advantage. This will
cause a delay in settlement. Written consent
from all lawful beneficiaries under the
Distribution Act 1958 (amended in 1997) must
be obtained to appoint the Administrator.

Quick settlement means lesser fees to lawyers.
Estate expenses are much lower because of
straightforward adherence to the Will.

Costs are double or triple because of delay.
More legal fees incurred and less will be left
to the family/estate.

With a Will the whole legal process could be
just a couple of months.

The legal process could take years. Assets
could shrink in value when the Letter of Administration is obtained.

The Executor is appointed according to the choice
of the Testator, who is considered as trustworthy
and capable in carrying out his/her duties.

Administrator appointed by the Court may not
have the expertise or knowledge in the settlement and distribution of the estate.

You name your beneficiaries in the Will rather
than letting the law decide.

Your estate will be distributed under The
Distribution Act 1958 (amended in 1997).

Partner, stepchildren, illegitimate children,
aged relatives or others who depend on you
can be provided for in a Will.

Under the law, there is no provision for these
groups of people. They might fall into financial
difficulties without your support.

No sureties or guarantors are required for the
Executor to perform his/her duties.

If the estate exceeds RM50,000, two sureties
or guarantors are required to provide security
for the due administration of the estate. The
security provided should be equivalent to the
gross estate and it is a general rule that every
Letter of Administration application must be
accompanied with two sureties. There will be
delay in administration.

䡲 List of all your assets;
䡲 Names of spouse, children and other beneficiaries such as relatives, friends or charity;

䡲 Locate the Will and obtain the death certificate;

The Executor appointed in the Will. Proceed
on with the application for Letter of Probate.
This will expedite the settlement process.

Here are the basic elements generally
included in a Will :

䡲 Name of an executor and or alternative,
or a public trustee in the event your first
or second choice is unable or unwilling to
act and manage the estate;

The role of an executor usually includes to :

TESTATE VS. INTESTATE

Elements of a Will

䡲 Your name, date of birth, identification and
place of residence;

distributed in accordance to the Distribution
Act 1958 as amended by the Distribution Act
1997.

䡲 Establish trusts, if desired;
䡲 Name of a guardian for minor children ;
䡲 Include all future assets in the Residual
Clause;
䡲 Your signature or affix mark (e.g. thumbprint);
䡲 Witnesses’ signatures — this is an important stage of the process. Two persons
must witness the signing of your Will and
both must be present at the same time.
Witnesses must not be beneficiaries or the
spouse in the Will. Otherwise, they will
lose their entitlements in the Will although
the Will still stands valid.
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KNOWING THE JARGON
to prepare a list of family members and
beneficiaries. Use this information to carefully consider how you want to distribute your
assets. Questions that you may need to
consider are : property passed over to my
heirs in the most efficient manner — way of
Will or transfer? Do I need to establish a trust
to provide for my spouse or other beneficiaries? How much money will my grandchild
need for college? Do I need to provide for a
child who has a disability?
All assets should be included in your Will.
Any items not specifically mentioned (e.g.
future assets) can be addressed in a catchall
clause - a residuary clause, which generally
states, “I give the remainder of my estate to …”
You have to be specific and clear when
naming beneficiaries. This includes their full
name and relationship (spouse, child,
parents, friend, etc.) Clarity will also help to
prevent challenges to your Will. It is
required that your Will be signed in front of
two witnesses. None of the witnesses should
be a named beneficiary in the Will.

Updating a Will
A Will takes effect only upon death and
hence is revocable. You will probably need
to update your Will several times during the
course of your life. For example :
䡲 Change in marital status — a Will written
prior to marriage will automatically be
cancelled, unless it was made in contemplation of marriage. Therefore, you ought
to make a new nomination after marrying.
Unlike marriage, divorce does not revoke
your Will. Hence, you may consider writing
a new Will;
䡲 The birth of a child should prompt a review of your Will.
䡲 Change of name or anyone mentioned in
the Will changes his/her name;
䡲 If an executor or trustee dies or becomes
incapable of carrying out his duties owing
to ill-health;

ADMINISTRATOR

A person appointed by the Court to administer the estate where
the deceased has died without a Will or providing an executor.

BENEFICIARY

A person who inherits from the Will.

CODICIL

An addition to a Will — to be signed and witnessed in the same
way as the original Will. Witnesses can be different people.

DOMICILE

The permanent residential place of a person.

ESTATE

Assets a person leaves behind upon death.

EXECUTOR

Person appointed in a Will to administer and to carry out the instructions of the Will. “Executrix” is the feminine form.

INTESTATE

A person who dies without a Will.

LEX SITUS

The law of the country where the property is situated.

PROBATE

The legal procedure formally authenticating the appointment of
an executor to administer the estate according to the Will.

PROPERTY

Includes real and personal property.

TESTATOR

A person who makes a Will. “Testatrix” is the feminine form.

TRUSTEE

A person who holds property in trust for another and usually has
long-term duties to perform. For example, the maintenance of the
children and the investment and administration of the estate.

Will by amending it by way of a codicil or by
drawing up a fresh one, which is recommended. Generally, people choose to draw up
a new Will that supersedes the old document.
Be sure to sign the new Will and have it
witnessed, and then destroy the old one.

A Will Cannot Do All
Wills are wonderful, simple, inexpensive
ways to address your estate planning needs.
But they cannot do it all. Below are some
things you cannot expect to accomplish in
your Will or to will away :
䡲 Property transferred to a living trust.
䡲 Some properties cannot be willed away e.g.
native properties — old jars, brass jars,
gongs, sword, kris etc.

䡲 Any significant change in circumstances,
e.g. reallocating your assets to your beneficiaries; substantial change in your financial position.

䡲 According to the EPF (Employees Provident Fund) Act 1991, a Will cannot
override the earlier nomination made in
the EPF. If no earlier nomination is made,
then only the distribution of your EPF savings will be in accordance to your Will (if
you have one) or the Malaysian Distribution Act 1958 (amended in 1997).

Do not attempt to change your Will by
adding words, crossing parts out or by attaching sentences to it. Your Will may become
ineffective or invalid. You can update your

䡲 Proceeds of a life insurance policy where
beneficiary/ies are named. If the beneficiary/ies falls to your spouse, children or
parents, then a Statutory Trust is created.

䡲 If a beneficiary dies;
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However, if you would like to name a
different person as the life insurance beneficiary in a Will, it is unenforceable. A Will
cannot revoke the earlier nomination made
in the life insurance policy.
䡲 Foreign assets — if it is a movable asset,
the law of the testator’s domicile applies i.e.
according to the country where a person
is a permanent resident. For immovable
assets, the lex situs applies — the law of
the country where the property is located
and hence the local Will should be made
according to the law of the place. e.g. if you
have an immovable asset in Australia, you
should have another Will written according to the Australian law dealing with the
immovable asset due to lex situs.

Plan Ahead
The end of life is something that most of
us probably do not want to dwell on, but thinking about what will happen to undistributed
assets is important. Make sure we have done
all we can to make life easier for ones left
behind when we are gone. AT
Note : Jenny Tan is the principal consultant of Reach
Link Advisory Sdn. Bhd. She is a qualified accountant and a certified financial planner. She is also a
franchisee of Rockwills Corporation Sdn. Bhd. You
can contact her at : reachlink@pd.jaring.my
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B U S I N E S S W A T C H sweden

Doing Business in

Sweden
The role of the consultant as a chartered accountant, or
any other professional, is not identical all over the world.
Despite this fact and despite all efforts to move closer to a
single global set of accounting standards, the necessary
communication with the international client is still and will
always remain subject to a different set of rules.
By Sergey Frank

“… Sweden is a very
modern country, a highly
developed society which is
extremely open to
innovation and technology
and one of the most
advanced countries
concerned in the
development of IT and
telecommunications in
personal and professional
life.”
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B

eing located in the heart of
Scandinavia, Sweden is indeed a very interesting country for many reasons : Starting with the humanitarian
side, Sweden is the birth place of the Nobel
Prize Award, an award for outstanding humanitarian achievements in the fields of
physics, chemistry, medicine, literature and
last but not least peace development. Moreover, Sweden is a very modern country, a
highly developed society which is extremely
open to innovation and technology and one
of the most advanced countries concerned

in the development of IT and
telecommunications in personal and professional life. In addition, Sweden has decreased its corporate taxes considerably in
the last years and, thus, made the country
attractive for investments. Export is rather
important with Germany, the UK and the
US being the most important trade partners.
In a nutshell, doing business in Sweden
means meeting people, who are well aware
of technology, who appreciate a high standard of living, and who are open to doing
business internationally. However, if you
analyse the situation in more detail, there
are certain aspects to be taken into account.
Swedes are most likely open-minded
whilst dealing with foreign business partners so that a formal introduction, via a
third party is not absolutely necessar y.
Most Swedish people speak and read English fluently. Due to this fact an interpreter
becomes most likely unnecessar y. Your
Swedish counterpart is open, polite, honest, trustworthy and ready to provide you
with his own perspective. He/she will assist you in finding the necessary information and is very creative in finding unexpected solutions during brainstorming sessions and evaluating them jointly afterwards. Above all, humour is important and
very similar to the English sense of rather
subtle and sophisticated jokes.
In the beginning of the communication
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process, your Swedish counterpart will
rather understate his person and achievements, which is also quite similar to the
English culture of understatement. Punctuality and a structured agenda are highly
appreciated. Strong and distinctive self-confidence so typical for rather extroverted
(Southern) cultures is valued in Sweden as
rather inappropriate and “loud“. Although
success and profit are of course important,
one should still avoid the impression of being extremely successful and extremely
profit-oriented. It is advisable not to “oversell“ but to rather defer for long and profound consultation whilst showing clearly
patience, understanding in combination
with integrity and consistency. The same applies to your presentation : a well documented presentation focusing on technical
quality and service, less on price, aligned
with a consistent argumentation is more appreciated than any hard selling technique.
Be aware that prices may be quite inflexible since your Swedish business partner
believes that any of their initial prices are
appropriate. Therefore, you have to take
this into consideration when presenting
your own prices : highly inflated initial offers should be avoided in Sweden. There
is one general principle of communication
applicable throughout Scandinavia : less is
more. Therefore, it is in your interest to
provide a realistic initial offer with still
enough margins for concessions.
During business communication with
Swedish partners you will appreciate them as
good listeners who stream to have a cooperative dialogue, emphasising technical details
ver y strongly without giving too much
importance to small-talk. As far as non-verbal
communication is concerned, do not come too
close to your Swedish partner. Their body
language, unlike, for example South
Europeans, will be rather low-key. Moreover,
do not regard silence as negative since your
partner is rather introverted and reflects your
point of view. An imminent first reaction on
the spot is unusual in Sweden. You are going
to experience a calm and cautious climate
during any business negotiations.
Everything seems to be fine when dealing with Swedish counterparts. Yet, you
should also be careful : the Swedes do not
start negotiations as quickly as for example
one would do in the US and they most
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likely tend to become uncomfortable when
they deal with dominant and extrovert
business partners. They consider it as rude
and impolite to interrupt another speaker
in mid-sentence, especially if this interruption is not based on clarifying questions.
Have patience about the decision-making
process of Swedish executives. They like
decisions achieved in group-consensus and
tend not to operate on the basis of standalone decisions on the spot. They are very
much team-oriented and will not contradict
their colleagues openly.
The idea of “fair play“ plays a vital role
for your Swedish business partner, especially concerning their social system and
their culture. Swedish managers are not
overbearing and do not use force to achieve
their goals even if they are able to do so.
Thus, your partner will usually try to find
win-win solutions where both parties will
receive a fair amount of the profit. Subsequently, this behaviour also impacts on the
Swedish management culture: hierarchical
thinking is, in comparison to other countries, relatively poor developed. The model
of management in Sweden has a more
egalitarian approach. Emancipation is well
progressed in Sweden, also in management. Taking leaves for pregnancy, sick
children, sabbaticals, leave to study are
rather usual in this country.
Swedish managers like to have good food.
However, the importance of food over a
business lunch is rather low, thus, they will
use a working lunch to most likely carry on

speaking about details while eating and not
necessarily enjoy the food as such too much.
Socially, most Swedes are friendly, generous hosts. Business entertaining is done at
lunch or dinner and mostly the location is a
restaurant. An invitation to home is rare and
regarded to be a great honour. During dinner you will experience formal toasts and it
is advisable to respond with a nice speech
summarising the overall events. Good,
subtle humour is also appreciated in your
response. In any event, one should arrive
on time. Evening meals are taken relatively
early and your Swedish counterpart expects
you not to leave soon after dinner, like in
many East Asian cultures, but to stay for a
while and to continue chatting, for example,
at the hotel bar. Thank you letters for invitations are appreciated, usually by writing
a postcard two or three days after the invitation. AT
Note : Sergey Frank is a partner of Kienbaum
Executive Consultants and Managing Director
of Kienbaum Ltd., the London office of the
Kienbaum Group. He is a worldwide acknowledged author and speaker on international communication issues. www.kienbaum.co.uk
The ideas put forward in this article apply for
actual international consultation regardless of
where it is taking place. The article aims to
educate on different ways of doing business in
different countries. This is important since it
helps to understand international business. And
this conclusion is vital because nowhere in
business, especially in international consulting,
can so much be gained and lost so quickly as in
international transactions and projects. This
article was first published in Accounting &
Business, ACCA’s monthly publication.
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Rush Hour
in Petra
‘‘E
If not for the punctual

bus, Wong Kong Meng

would have seen more of
Petra, Jordan’s fabled

rose-red city of yore.

By Wong Kong Meng

Beware of harried and
monstrous looking camels
at downtown Petra
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ntrance very far; you ride my
donkey there, mister,” implored the mint-eyed, stubblechinned, bedraggled, scruffy
face of a turbaned Bedouin
boy who seemed decisively seasoned for
all his 19 years.
I gave in to his persistence because I just
could not shake him off. After all, even if I
could, I would still have to face others like
him all along the ‘gauntlet’ walk to the ‘entrance.’ Besides, I had not actually tried my
hands (or rather my posterior) at riding a
donkey - certainly not in a desert!
Anyway, this was also my one big chance
pretending to be Indiana Jones on horseback.
Remember his film “… the Last Crusade…”?
He had some scenes of the movie shot here.
Being a street-smart marketer (one wonders how many years he’s been in this business), the Bedouin boy was supposed to also
give me a discount. So, there I was, forking
out US$7 (RM26.60) instead of the usual
US$10 (RM38) for that scant five-minute trot.
I was at the entrance of ‘half as old as time’
Petra, used to be marked by a Roman archway of which only the vertical ruins are visible. It was the start of the Siq, a narrow and
winding 1.2km long defiled canyon course
flanked by towering cliffs of more than 100m
high. Could be claustrophobic for some.
The 20 to 25-minute meandering walk
takes you to and out of the rose-red ancient
city, passing by inscriptions in extinct languages and chambers carved into whorls
of sandstone. The legend and awesomeness that is Petra cer tainly makes it
Jordan’s number one tourist destination,
going by the millions of visitors it receives
each year from all over the globe.
Much of Petra’s appeal comes from its
spectacular setting – deep inside a narrow
gorge. As you abruptly reach the end of

The intricate carvings
at the tombs of the
Street of Facades
are thought to be of
Assyrian origins

the Siq, lo and behold, the sudden appearance of the city’s spectacular monument,
the Khazneh (treasury) is truly dramatic
and breathtaking. No amount of prose can
do justice to its description. You must see
it to believe it.
The urn perched at the top of the monument is believed to hold priceless treasures, hordes of gold and precious jewels
— hence the name. Inspired by classical
Hellenistic architecture, the Khazneh’s
façade is 30m wide and 43m high. Carved
in the first centur y BC as a tomb for a
Nabataean king, scholars believe it was
later used as a temple. The elaborately
car ved façade depicts Nabataean gods,
goddesses and mythological figures.
Carried away by my fascination with the
Khazneh, I realised that at the snails pace I
was going I would not be able to do justice
to Petra. I had taken the 6am bus from downtown Amman for the four-hour ride to Petra
and paid the US$20 (RM76) entrance fee
instead of paying US$100 (RM380) for a day
tour that includes lunch. The return bus to
Amman would leave at 4.45pm, and on that
day it left at sharp 4.45pm. No, I didn’t miss
the bus. But it meant rushing to see the
place. It is so huge that you’re actually encouraged to stay overnight at one of the
modern hotels.
Hurried I was along the Street of Facades (rows upon rows of houses, actually
tombs, with intricate carvings thought to
be of Assyrian origins) which brought me
to a 7,000-seat theatre where visitors are
allowed to ‘play around’ with the acoustics.
Further in, the tombs come into view. Of
the 500 tombs in Petra, the Royal Tombs are
perhaps the most impressive. The largest
among them, Urn Tomb, easily competes
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Petra’s largest monument, Al Deir, is worth
the difficult climb for visitors

Take your time to appreciate
the beauty of Petra

with Khazneh and Deir (monastery) in size
and grandeur. Carved circa 70 AD, the main
chamber (17 x 18.9 m) was altered in the mid
fifth century and used as a Byzantine church.
Its immense courtyard and main chamber
lend an air of importance. Above the doorway are three chambers. A large stone presumed to be a depiction of the man buried
inside blocks the central chamber.
Next to the Urn Tomb is the Silk Tomb,
smaller and badly damaged by nature but
it stands out for its brilliant colours. Copious reds, yellows and greys trail through
the stone and across a façade that is fronted
by a double cornice.
The nearby Corinthian Tomb has a design that has confused many architects, as
it seems to be a hodgepodge of many elements. The top part is an imitation of the
Khazneh while the bottom storey is clearly
a copy of the Bab Al Siq Tricilinium. Badly
damaged by earthquakes, this large tomb
was intricately carved.
Next we have the Palace Tomb, aptly
named, as it appears to be an imitation of a
Roman palace. This led to the belief that it
is the most recent construction in the city.
The Sextius Florentinus Tomb, quite far
removed from the Royal Tomb, is the only
dated tomb in Petra. Carved circa 130 AD,
it was built for the Roman governor of the
Arabian province by his filial son. An inscription above the doorway recounts the
governor’s biography.
Once you reach the Colonnaded Street
you’re at the heart of Petra, a bustling market-place lined with shops and houses, central to the city’s daily life. Walking from the
Nymphaceum to the Temenos Gate you
should pass by the Byzantine Church and
the Winged Lion Temple on the right. Traf-
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fic is quite heavy here, just like any city
centre. I was almost run over by a monstrous looking camel, apparently in a
hurry. Its ‘driver’, a New Zealand tourist
perched on the hump was trying to explain
where NZ is to his Bedouin guide.
A quick look at the museum and Qasr al
Bint (another tomb), then I debated whether
to take the risk of hiking up Al Deir, considering the time constraint. Well, how could I
miss Petra’s largest monument, having come
all this way. Anyway, I was told it would take
only 45 minutes. Thinking that I was reasonably athletic, I was confident that I could do
so for less. More so when I saw elderly folk
going past me without so much of a huff. If
they could, so could I. Or so I thought.

Just around the bend, after climbing 800odd steps, I stopped and gawked at Petra’s
largest monument. I must admit that I was
well rewarded for all my huffing and puffing. This truly awesome temple (or tomb)
was an important pilgrimage site where
worshippers and priests alike used a processional route to congregate in the open
area upfront. Crosses were painted on its
rear wall when it was used as a monastery
during the Byzantine era from the fourth
century onwards.
My only regret was being unable to get
to the top of the urn where I was told, the
spectacular view of Mount Sinai, the Dead
Sea and the Red Sea awaits. If only I didn’t
have to catch the bus. AT

A City Lost and Found
P

etra is the legacy of the Nabataeans, an industrious Arab tribe that occupied
south Jordan more that 2,000 years ago. From a hidden staging post, they dominated the trade routes of ancient Arabia, levying tolls and sheltering caravans laden
with Arabian frankincense, Indian spices and silk, African ivory and animal hides. At
the height of its power, the Nabataean Kingdom stretched to Damascus and included
parts of the Sinai and Negev deserts, effectively ruling the greater part of Arabia.
Petra was widely admired for its refined culture, impressive architecture and ingenious complex of dams and channels. Its increasing influence and prosperity was
seen as a threat to Rome and in 106 AD, Emperor Trajan annexed the Nabataean
Kingdom. It became part of the Roman province of Arabia and Petra was made the
capital. Once the Romans gained control of the trade routes, they were diverted to
Bosra, and hence the swift and inevitable decline of Petra.
By the 16th century, Petra was completely obliterated and remained lost for 300 years.
Then in 1812, a Swiss adventurer, Johann Burckhardt, persuaded his Bedouin guide to
take him to the site believed to be of the lost city. Secretly making notes and sketches,
he wrote, “it seems probable that the ruins at Wadi Musa are those of the ancient Petra.”
Despite Burckhardt’s discovery, it wasn’t until 1924 that the first archaeological
excavations were carried out in Petra and supervised by the British School for Archaeology in Jerusalem. Modern research by both Jordanian and foreign teams have
unearthed various areas of the city, revealing much insight of its ancient inhabitants.
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Fundamental

Negotiating Tips
By Allen Grimshaw
We all negotiate in our personal and
professional lives. We negotiate when we go
to a garage sale, or when we want to do
something different at work, or when we are
dealing with members of the public.
Sometimes it’s easy to negotiate, but at other
times — when we have a great deal at stake or
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we are upset — the task can be intimidating or
difficult.
We can talk about some tips to effective
negotiating that can help you work more
effectively with your customers, co-workers,
and boss. They are also applicable to other
interpersonal situations.
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Overview of the Negotiation Process
Negotiating is the process by which two
or more parties with different needs and
goals work to find a mutually acceptable
solution to an issue. Because negotiating
is an inter-personal process, each negotiating situation is different, and influenced
by each party’s skills, attitudes and style.
We often look at negotiating as unpleasant,
because it implies conflict, but negotiating

derstand the other person’s needs, and
wants with respect to the issue. If we don’t
know what the person needs or wants, we
will be unable to negotiate properly. Often,
when we take the time to find out about
the other person, we discover that there is
no significant disagreement.

you need. It is important to state not only
what you need but also why you need it.
Often disagreement may exist regarding
the method for solving an issue, but not
about the overall goal.
For example : I would like an hour on
Tuesday to go to the doctor. I want to make
sure I am healthy so I can contribute better
to the organisation.

5 Focusing On Personalities, Not Issues
Particularly with people we don’t like
䡲 Prepare Options Beforehand
much, we have a tendency to get off track by
Before entering into a negotiating sesfocusing on how difsion, prepare some options that you can
ficult or obnoxious
“Negotiating is the process by which two
suggest if your preferred solution is not
the person seems.
acceptable. Anticipate why the other perOnce this happens,
or more parties with different needs
son may resist your suggestion, and be preeffective negotiapared to counter with an alternative.
and goals work to find a mutually
tion is impossible. It
is important to stick
䡲 Don’t Argue
acceptable solution to an issue.”
to the issues, and
Negotiating is about finding solutions …
put aside our deArguing is about trying to prove the other
need not be characterised by bad feelings,
gree of like or dislike for the individual.
person wrong. We know that when negotiator angry behaviour. Understanding more
ing turns into each party trying to prove the
6 Blaming The Other Person
about the negotiation process allows us to
other one wrong, no progress gets made.
In any conflict or negotiation, each
manage our negotiations with confidence,
Don’t waste time arguing. If you disagree
party contributes, for better or worse. If
increasing the chances that the outcome
with something state your disagreement in
you blame the other person for the diffiwill be positive for both parties.
a gentle but assertive way. Don’t demean the
culty you will create an angr y situation. If
other person or get into a power struggle.
you take responsibility for the problem,
Barriers to Successful Negotiation
you will create a spirit of cooperation.
䡲 Consider Timing
1 Viewing Negotiation As Confrontational
There are good times to negotiate and
Negotiation need not be confrontational.
Some Negotiation Tips
bad times. Bad times include those situaIn fact effective negotiation is characterised
tions where there is :
䡲 Solicit The Other’s Perspective
by the parties working together, to find a
In a negotiating situation use questions
• a high degree of anger on either side
solution, rather than each party trying to
to find out what the other person’s con• preoccupation with something else
WIN the contest of wills. Keep in mind that
cerns and needs might be. You might try :
• a high level of stress
the attitude that you take in negotiation (e.g.
What do you need from me on this? What
hostile, cooperative) will set the tone for the
• tiredness on one side or the other
are your concerns about what I am suggestinteraction. If you are confrontational, you
Time your negotiations to avoid these awking/asking?
will have a fight on your hands.
ward times. If they arise during negotiations,
When you hear the other person express
2 Trying To Win At All Costs
If you “win” there must be a loser, and
“If you blame the other person for the difficulty you
that can create more difficulty down the
road. The best perspective in negotiation
will create an angry situation. If you take responsibility for the
is to try to find a solution where both parties “win”. Try not to view negotiation as a
problem, you will create a spirit of cooperation.”
contest that must be won.
3 Becoming Emotional
It’s normal to become emotional during
negotiation that is important. However, as we
get more emotional, we are less able to channel our negotiating behaviour in constructive ways. It is important to maintain control.
4 Not Trying To Understand The Other
Person
Since we are trying to find a solution
acceptable to both parties, we need to un-
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their needs or concerns, use listening responses to make sure you heard correctly.
For example : So, you are saying that you
are worried that you will get lost in the shuffle
and we will forget about you … Is that right?
If I have this right, you want to make sure
that the phones are covered over lunch?
䡲 State Your Needs
The other person needs to know what

a time-out/rest period is in order, or perhaps
rescheduling will be a better option.

Conclusion
Negotiating is a complex process but one
worth mastering. If you keep in mind that
you are responsible for the success or failure of negotiation, and if you follow the tips
above, you will find the process easier. AT
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Speech Delivery …
By Donald Appleby
The speaker naturally assumes
the focus of an audience’s
attention. If you just strut and

fret your hour upon the centre
stage, and then are gone,
nobody will remember what
you said. The presenter or
orator has the magnetic power
to kill the text of a message
OR to enhance it a hundred
fold beyond its worth.
As a Manager you can use the
potential of the presentation to
ensure that the audience is
motivated, and inspired —
rather than disconcerted or
distracted.
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There are five key facets of the human body
that draws attention in presentation skills.

The Eyes
The eyes remain the key to the soul. They
are therefore your first and most effective
weapon in convincing the audience of your
honesty, openness and confidence in the
objectives of your presentation. This impression may of course be truly correct, even
totally false, but that’s how you convey it.

“Even when in casual conversation, your
feelings of friendship and intimacy can be
evaluated by the intensity and duration of
eye contact.”
During the presentation you should enhance your rapport with the audience by
establishing eye contact with each and every member of the audience as often as
possible. For small groups this is clearly
possible. But it can also be achieved in
large auditoriums — the further the audience is away from the presenter, the harder
it is for those in the audience to tell pre-
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“Even when in casual
conversation, your feelings
of friendship and intimacy
can be evaluated by the
intensity and duration of
eye contact.”

cisely where the speaker is looking. By
simply staring at a group of people at the
back of a lecture theatre it is possible to
convey to each of them individually that he
or she is the object of your attention. During presentations therefore try to hold your
gaze fixed in specific directions for five or
six seconds at a time. When you shift your
position, a slight smile will convince each
person, in that new direction of your gaze,
that you have seen and acknowledged him
or her.

The Voice
Next to the eyes comes the voice. And
the two most important aspects of the voice
for the public speaker are ‘projection’
and ‘variation’. It is important to realise
that few people can take their ordinary
conversation voice and put it on stage.
If you can, then perhaps you are naturally gifted!
The main difference comes in the
degree of feedback you can expect,
from the person to whom you are
talking. In ordinary conversation,
close-up, you can see from the expression, perhaps a subtle movement of the eye, when a word or
phrase has been missed or misunderstood. In front of an audience it is not practical, so
you have to make sure
that this never happens.
The simple advice is to slow
down and to take
your time over
the speech. Remember the audience is constrained by etiquette
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not to interrupt you, so there is no need to
maintain a constant flow of sound — verbal diarrhoea!
A safe style is to be slightly louder and
slightly slower than say your bedside chat
with a slightly deaf aunt. As you get used
to the sound, you can adjust it by watching
the audience.
A monotone voice is boring and induces
sleep; so try to vary the pitch and speed of
your presentation. At the very least, each
new point you make should be preceded
by a pause and a change in tone to
emphasise the description. If tonal variation does not come to you naturally, tr y
making use of rhetorical questions
throughout your speech to keep the audience involved.

Expression
The audience constantly obser ves your
face — if you look listless or distracted then
they too will be listless and distracted; if
you smile, they will wonder why and listen
to find out. In normal conversation your
message is enhanced by facial reinforcement. When delivering your speech you
must compensate both for stage nerves
and for the distance between yourself and
the audience. Simply make sure that your
facial expressions are natural, only more
so!

When you are giving a
presentation you must dress
for the audience — not for
yourself; if they think you
look out of place — then
believe it you are!

Appearance
There are several guides to management
and presentation styles, which focuses
upon the way you dress. And in the final
analysis this is a matter of personal choice,
one that should be deliberately made.
When you are giving a presentation you
must dress for the audience — not for yourself; if they think you look out of place —
then believe it you are!
Certain organisations have a code of
dress code that sets the blue-collar types,
the technicians and the managers apart.
This might hinder communication and only
emphasises the need to dress for the audience!
Posture
When an actor plays a new character
role, he or she will instinctively adopt a
distinct posture or stance to convey that
character to the audience. It follows there-

fore that while you are on stage, your
stance and posture will convey a great deal
about you. Take care though to ensure
your stance does not convey boredom. At
best, you can use your whole body as a
dynamic tool to reinforce your rapport with
the audience.
The perennial problem for most Managers at the podium is what to do with their
hands! Certainly they must not wave aimlessly through the air, or fiddle constantly
with a pen, or embar rassingly juggle
change in their trouser pockets! The key
is to keep your hands still, except when
used in unison with your speech. To train
them initially, find a safe resting place,
which is comfortable for you, and aim to
return them there when any gesture is
completed. AT
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B E T T E R L I F E attitude

If you Believe …

You Can!

E

dison was an optimist who often
remarked ‘if you believe you can,
you can’, and he saw the best in
everything. He held the view that
many of life’s failures are people who do not
realise how close they were to success when
they gave up. The positive people have few
failures and if anything they “are long on
ideas, but short on time”.

What it means to have a
positive attitude
Your attitude is your choice

In the last millennium, the one
person who astounded the world
with having 1093 inventions to his
name was Thomas Edison. Most
people credit Edison’s ability to
sheer creative genius, but not so.
Edison simply put it down to hard
work and a positive attitude :
“Genius is 99 per cent perspiration
and one per cent inspiration.”

By Shiv Prasad
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Your people act as a mirror
of your attitude
Look around you. Are you not constantly
amazed, if not dismayed, by people who
display poor attitude — despite the fact
these very same people expect their own
people to be upbeat. Take a long hard look
at yourself in the mirror — remember,
“who you are is who you attract”. Be like
Edison, just as his positive attitude and enthusiasm fuelled him it also inspired thousands of others in the world … even after
his death. One of his favourite remarks is
inspirational : “If the only thing we leave
our kids is the quality of enthusiasm, we
will have given them an estate of incalculable value.”

Ask yourself, what comes first attitude
or the circumstances? The average person
would rather wait for someone else to motivate him or her. Such individuals perceive
that their circumstances are responsible
for what they think. This tantamounts to
It’s easier to maintain a good attitude
the chicken-or-the-egg issue, and it does
than regaining one
not really matter which comes first! No
Just as feeling sorry for others is markmatter what happened the previous day, it’s
edly different from feeling sorry for yourthe attitude you
self — pity transchoose for the day
forms from one of
“… many of life’s failures
that matters. Durthe noblest emoing the Second
tions available to huare people who do not
World War the
man beings to the
realise how close they
many prisoners of
most ignoble when
war that faced seit’s self-pity! Self-pity
were to success when
vere ordeals and
is incapacity, a cripdeath camps attest
pling emotional
they gave up.”
to their choice of atstate that severely
titude under the cirdistorts our percepcumstances for having helped them survive
tion of reality. If you have a positive atti— they did not allow this good attitude
tude, you should encourage that, you
from deteriorating throughout.
would want to keep it up. On the other

Your attitude determines your actions
Your attitude is the criteria for your success; it determines the path you take, and
the ensuing action. The much-talked about
winning-edge does not come from a gifted
birth, a high IQ, or inherent talent … yes,
not the aptitude but rather your attitude.
Your attitude is crucial because that’s what
determines how you act.

hand, if you have a difficult time expecting
the best of yourself and others, all is not
lost. Because you choose your attitude, you
have a say — you can change it!

How to go about improving your
attitude
Most unhappiness in life is due to the
fact that you are listening to yourself rather
than talking to yourself! What kind of voices
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“If the only thing we leave
our kids is the quality of
enthusiasm, we will have
given them an estate of
incalculable value.”

do you hear? If you are hearing negative
messages, you need to learn to give yourself some strong, positive, mental pep talks.
The best way to retrain your attitude is to
prevent the mind from taking far
too many negative by-lanes in
life’s road. Here are a few tips to
improve your attitude :

Feed yourself the right
motivational meal
If you have been starved of positive attitude, then you need to
start feeding yourself a regular
diet of motivational material. A
good way is to read books that encourage positive attitudes, and listen to motivational tapes — this
will help tur n your attitude
around. If you consume a steady
diet of the right motivational meal,
you can become a positive
thinker.

Achieve daily goals
A good number of people easily fall into a rut of negativity, as
soon as they feel they are not
making progress. That’s giving up
easily. You should begin by setting
for yourself achievable goals daily.
Then these small successes become a model of positive achievement, that will in turn mature into
a pattern of positive thinking.

Spur yourself with writings
on the wall
From time to time we need reminders to help us think right, to
focus on positive matters. The
awards and citations you have received, posters or portraits, inspirational words and sayings of
world-class leaders and writers,
all serve to spur us on. Each individual will find something that’s
special to him or her, something
that will work for him/her and put
it on the wall, where he or she
gets to see it everyday. AT
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Notice to all Member Firms
Guidance Note 6A of the Securities Commission’s
(SC) Policies and Guidelines on Issue/Offer of
Securities Issued Pursuant to Chapter 6 (Public
Offerings and Listings on KLSE)

M

embers are hereby informed
that a listed company under
Practice Note 4/2001 of the
Listing Requirements of KLSE (PN4 company) is allowed to, after being de-listed
by KLSE, apply to the Securities Commission for re-listing on the stock exchange.
The criteria for re-listing as contained in
the guidance notes issued on 18 June 2003
are as follows :

a) Implementation
De-listed PN4 companies are not required to make an offer to the general public when seeking to re-list.

b) Method of Listing
De-listed PN4 companies are allowed to
seek direct listing via introduction.

c) Proforma Accounts
New assets pooled together to restructure the de-listed PN4 companies for relisting purposes need not fulfil the conditions on proforma accounts as contained
in paragraph 6.13(a)(iv) of Chapter 6 except that such new assets must be involved
in the same or complementary business
activities. (However, the pooled assets
need not be involved in the same or
complementary business activities to those
of de-listed PN4 companies).

applicable here.

e) Investigative Audit
i) Prior to applying for re-listing, de-listed
PN4 companies must conduct and complete an investigative audit into the past
losses incurred by them;
ii) The investigative audit must be conducted by an independent firm of auditors who are experienced in conducting an investigative audit and who are
not the present auditors nor have acted
as the auditors of the de-listed PN4
companies at the time when the
delisted PN4 companies had suffered
the losses;
iii) During an investigative audit, if it is
discover ed that a person(s) has
caused the losses as a result of contravention of relevant laws, regulations or the Memorandum and Articles of Association, such contravention must be reported to the relevant
authorities;
iv) The investigative audit report must be
submitted to the SC together with the
application for re-listing; and
v) The necessary steps to recover the said
losses must have been initiated.

d) Net Tangible Asset Position

f) Quality Assets and Profit Track
Record

De-listed PN4 companies, upon restructuring for re-listing purposes, should have
a positive net-tangible-asset (NTA) position
of at least 50 per cent of the par value of
ordinary shares. The current flexibilities
accorded to existing PN4 companies in the
computation of the NTA position, as stipulated in paragraph 3 of Guidance Note 13
(Proposals by Distressed Listed Companies) as issued previously by SC, are not

De-listed PN4 companies must demonstrate that new assets injected (or to be injected) into the PN4 companies are of quality and would rectify their profitability, cash
flow and balance sheet problems. In this
regard, the new assets must fulfil the normal historical profit track record requirement for listing in accordance with paragraph 6.13(a) of Chapter 6 of the SC’s issuance guidelines and policies.
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g) New Management
Upon restructuring of the de-listed PN4
companies for re-listing purposes, a new
management team (who were not previously involved in the management that has
either contributed to or led to the unsatisfactor y financial conditions of the PN4
companies) must be put in place to replace
the existing management. This would include the appointment of new individuals
on the Board and as chief executive officers of the delisted PN4 companies.

h) New Dominant Shareholders
There must be an emergence of new
dominant shareholders upon restructuring
of the de-listed PN4 companies for re-listing purposes. Dominant shareholders, in
this instance, means a person (or a group
of persons) who is/are the registered or
beneficial owners of 33 per cent or more
of the voting shares of the company.

a) Time Criterion
The incentives illustrated in paragraphs
(a) to (c) above are only applicable to delisted PN4 companies who seek re-listing
within 12 months from the date of notification of KLSE’s decision to de-list the securities of the companies from the Official
List of KLSE; and

j) Other Requirements
All other requirements for listing as contained in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 (Special
Requirements for the Listing of Specific
Companies) remain applicable. AT
Note: Reference to “de-listed PN4 companies”
above includes any newcos established for purposes of facilitating the re-listing of the delisted
PN4 companies.
The details of all these criteria are also available on the SC’s website at www.sc.com.my.
Please be guided accordingly.
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Practitioners Briefing on
Professional Indemnity Insurance
& Professional Independence

A

Let’s do the Toast!
1967

s part of the services to the practitioners’ community, the

Institute organises briefings for practitioners, which are
held once ever y two months. Some 50 ardent practitioners and

I N S TIT

UT

AKAUNTAN

MALAY

SIA

guests gathered at MIA office on July 11th, 2003 for the fourth
briefing on the above mentioned topics.
TOPIC 1
As stipulated in the By-Law B-10 “Every member in public practice shall ensure members’ firms carr y and maintain a policy of
professional indemnity insurance”, and this was why the Institute
invited Intan Insuran Broker Sdn. Bhd. to share their expertise
in providing extensive information pertaining to the professional
indemnity insurance. Leena Lucy Lopez, Assistant Manager of
Intan delivered the presentation touching on areas such as the
coverage and civil liability under the policy, damages and defence
costs, exclusions under the policy and last but not least the premium, which happens to be ever y practitioner’s concern! Also

MIA is pleased to invite all members to participate in our very
own Toastmasters Club activities
for the month of August and September 2003, which are
highlighted below :

Date of Meeting : 7 August, 21 August,
4 September & 18 September 2003
(always the 1st & 3rd Thursday
of the month)
Time

: 6.30 p.m. to 9.00 p.m.
(Light refreshments will be ser ved
from 6.30 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.)

Venue

: MIA’s Main Boardroom
2, Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur

Do come and join us for an evening of positive learning experi-

present for the briefing was G. Narayanan, CEO of Intan who
handled the session on Q & A. Most practitioners mooted on

ence. The meetings are currently being held on a FOC basis. We

the area of coverage as practitioners opine that the amount of
coverage should be decided by them and not Intan. Narayanan
briefly described that Intan needs to have the assurance that

ter from the US since June 2003.

the firm is covered for the right amount and therefore, the coverage is usually dependent upon the turnover generated by the
firm. He also informed practitioners that Intan has had four
claims thus far for the past five years in respect of firms covered

are also happy to announce that our club has received the CharThose who are interested, please register for our activities with
Cik Shuhairah of Practice Matters Department at Tel : 03-2279
9200 at Ext. 323 or e-mail her at : shuhairah@mia.org.my). Should
you need further information, please call or e-mail her at the above
contact number/address.

AT

under this scheme.
TOPIC 2
The Exposure Draft on proposed amendments to By-Law B-1
relating to Professional Independence was released recently
on June 30th, 2003 to all members for comments. Johnny Yong
from the Practice Matters Department of the Institute took this
opportunity to present and explain on the significant areas af-

Guidelines — Setting up a
Practice in Malaysia
The Institute has recently introduced a set of guidelines for mem-

fecting members and thereafter encouraging members to provide constructive feedback in writing by 30 September 2003

bers who are interested to set up a practice in Malaysia. The

before it is accepted as final. As compared to our By-Law B-1,
these 50 odd pages of proposed amendments will deal with vari-

information on the process of setting up audit and non-audit firms

“Guidelines – Setting Up A Practice in Malaysia” consists of

ous scenarios on auditors’ independence. The Exposure Draft
also deals with possible safeguards that could be incorporated

in Malaysia and other related matters to assist you throughout

by our member firms to remove threats to independence to a
level deemed as insignificant. As highlighted by a few of our

i.e. Form MF-A for the purpose of setting up a practice.

members present, certain amendments under the Exposure
Draft could be ver y radical and fur ther review is necessar y

and also on our official website : www.mia.org.my/ member firms.

prior to it being adopted as final. Members are encouraged to
send their comments to regulatory@mia.org.my by the above

Azlina Md. Nor (Membership-Registration & Supervision Depart-

mentioned due date.
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AT

the process. The Institute has also introduced an application form,
The guidelines are available at the MIA head office, branches
For further information, please do not hesitate to contact Cik
ment) at 03-2279 9305 (Direct Line).

AT
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Briefing for Practitioners

W

e are pleased to inform practising members on the fifth
briefing to be held at the MIA office on 12 September 2003
(Friday). Details are as follows :
Venue

:

Time

:

Main Boardroom, Dewan Akauntan
2, Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, Kuala Lumpur
5.00 p.m. – 8.00 p.m. (or earlier)

Interested members are required to register with Cik Shuhairah
at 03-2279 9200 Ext 323 (e-mail : shuhairah@mia.org.my) from
Practice Matters Department.
For this briefing, we are pleased to share with our practitioners
the following topics :

a) Professional Branding for Member Firms
Though our By-Law on advertising and promotions has been
relaxed since 15 Januar y 2002, we have not seen a wave of firms
capitalising on this to increase their market share. One can only
deduce that this is due to the personal nature of the various
ser vices offered by our member firms. However, branding is a
totally different ball game. As we obser ve, many multinational
accounting firms have made significant inroads in a number of
non-audit related services through branding. Now, it would seem
that even smaller practices are able to use this powerful tool in
sending out the right market signal. And on hand, to share such
experiences will be Amelia Ong, the managing partner of a creative agency, who will provide us with an insight as to how the
branding tool could be used to good effect by our member firms
with a minimum advertising and promotions budget. With so
many new firms being set up ever y month, we believe that member firms will have to seriously consider how to differentiate
themselves from their competitors through the use of branding
and one option would be to seek a professional advisor in this
area, where necessary.

MIA Working on National
Accounting Strategy
In response to the challenges and
opportunities of globalisation and
liberalisation of trade in services,
as well as the anticipated bigger
role of the services sector in the
national economy, the Malaysian
Institute of Accountants is currently working on a paper to develop the national strategic direction, objectives and action plans
for the Malaysian accountancy
services sector
The strategy paper will primarily set out MIA’s position with
regard to the process of
globalisation and liberalisation of
the accountancy services sector,
as well as establish strategic objectives and high-level action
plans.
“The strategy document, now
in an advanced stage, will act as
the reference point for members,
member firms, institutions of
higher learning and other key
stakeholders,” said Nik Mohd
Hasyudeen Yusof f of the
Globalisation and Liberali-sation
Committee.
MIA has said that it recognises
the urgent need to play a proactive role in the process of

globalisation and liberalisation
given that the country is a signatory of the General Agreement on
Trade in Services for member
countries of the World Trade
Organisation, and the Asean
Framework Agreement on Services for Asean member countries.
Both sets of agreements have
the same objective, removal of
barriers to facilitate the flow of
foreign service providers among
member countries.
The International Trade and
Industry Ministry has entrusted
the responsibility to negotiate
with the foreign counterparts to
MIA.
According to Nik, the Institute
is also working closely with the
Accountant-General’s Office in
matters pertaining to the process
of liberalisation.
Nik added that the Institute
also endeavoured to instil awareness among the members, member firms as well as other key
stakeholders on the challenges,
threats and opportunities of
globalisation and liberalisation of
trade in services. AT

a) Partnership Agreement & Other Matters of Concern
The Institute, through our Working Group on Mergers and
Acquisitions, is currently encouraging our many small member
firms to consider merging their operations with each other to create a larger entity that is able to compete with their international
counterparts. However, one of the first steps our practitioners need
to familiarise themselves with is the intricacies of a partnership
agreement. Gan Koon Ghee of M/s Gan, Ho & Razlan Hadri,
Advocates and Solicitors has been invited to share with us the
basic principles of effecting a partnership agreement and the
important elements of partnership which all partners involved
in the agreement should be aware of. Gan will share with us the
more common features that can be found in a partnership agreement and also some of the legal problems faced in a partnership. It has to be pointed out here that for the purposes of continuation and the retention of audit working papers, a good
partnership agreement is a must to ensure minimum disruption
upon a de-merger process. AT
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IRB : Transfer Pricing
Guidelines
1.

INTRODUCTION

Transfer pricing generally relates to the system of pricing the
cross-border transfer of goods,
ser vices and intangibles between entities in a group of Multinational Enterprises (MNEs).
Transfer pricing also applies if
such transactions were to take
place between associated companies within the country. Ide-

ally, the transfer price should
not differ from the prevailing
market price. However, when
business dealings are made between such connected persons,
they may not always reflect the
dynamics of market forces as
would be expected if such transactions were carried out by independent enterprises. As with
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any tax administration, it is the duty
of the Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia (IRB) to ensure that the transfer pricing methodologies adopted
by MNEs are reasonable, and that
their Malaysian subsidiaries are
paying their fair share of tax. In order to do so, MNEs involved must
be able to provide adequate documented proof to support their transfer pricing policies.
2

OBJECTIVE

The IRB Transfer Pricing Guidelines (hereinafter referred to as the
Guidelines) seek to provide all
MNEs concerned with information
on existing domestic legislation;
methodologies acceptable to IRB
that can be used in determining
arm’s length price and administrative regulations including the types
of records and documentation expected from taxpayers involved in
transfer pricing arrangements. It is
the prerogative of the taxpayer to
choose from the various methodologies laid out with the ultimate
aim of arriving at an arm’s length
transfer price. It is intended that
these guidelines, which may be reviewed from time to time, will assist MNEs in their efforts to determine transfer prices which are consistent with the arm’s length principle and at the same time comply
with Malaysian tax laws as well as
administrative requirements of the
IRB.
For further information on the
IRB Transfer Pricing Guidelines,
please download the file from
www.hasilnet.org.my. AT

Penang

Adding Another Feather to his Cap

Penang branch committee
member Heah Theng Chye

who chairs the Accountants
Forum sub-committee is also

was recently conferred the
Pingat Jasa Kebaktian (PJK)

actively involved in the Penang
Junior Chamber and has

by the Yang Di Per tua
Negeri Pulau Pinang, TYT

received the Most Outstanding
LOM President of Malaysia

T un Dato’ Seri (Dr.) Haji
Abdul Rahman Bin Haji

Award. The Branch Chairman,
committee members and staff

Abbas on the occasion of
TYT’s 65th bir thday. Heah

convey
their
hear tiest
congratulations to him. AT

Familiarisation with the Self-Assessment
System (SAS) for Individuals
Although the actual filing of
taxes for individuals under the
SAS will not take place until
2005, over 100 accountants
and members of the business
community attended the halfday seminar on SelfAssessment & Borang B
Filing for FY 2004, held
recently at the Shangri-La
Hotel Penang.
The Inland Revenue Board
(IRB) Assistant Director, Em
Ah Chai diligently conducted
a simulation exercise and gave
par ticipants an insightful
session on how to complete
the Borang B. Earlier, Wong
Poh Lam, the IRB Penang
Head in his opening address,
urged par ticipants to give
their feedback on the new
Borang B. AT

MIA Branch Chairman, Steven Teh presenting a memento to
speaker, Em Ah Chai

NOTE : All enquiries with regards to this
guidelines can be forwarded to:
Audit Division, Inland Revenue Board
7 Floor, Block 9,

Negeri Sembilan Income Tax

Self-Assessment Briefing

Government Building Complex
Jalan Duta, 56000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-6209 1000
(ext. 3568, 3598 & 1615)
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On 28 June 2003, IRB and MIA
Negeri Sembilan Branch
jointly organised a briefing on

the Completion of Income Tax
Self-Assessment Form 2004 for
Individuals and Corporates. The

event was held at Hilton
Hotel, Seremban with the
opening keynote addresses
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by Branch Chairman, Tony
Chan Siew Tong and the IRB
State Director of Negri
Sembilan, Shar-azad bt Hj
Yahaya. The Speaker was
Radzifah bt Hasan Basri, Head
of the Assessment Unit of the
IRB, Negeri Sembilan.
There were a total of 52 people who attended comprising of
members of MIA and the pub-

lic. The event was organised to inform MIA members in Negeri
Sembilan to gain more understanding and in-depth knowledge
of the changes and the protocol
needed in order to assist them to
understand the implementation of
the self-assessment system. AT

From us to you...Tony Chan presenting a MIA plaque to Sharazad
Haji Yahaya, IRB State Director of Negeri Sembilan

Short and Sweet
Sarawakian
Dinner

Sarawak

Vanessa Jerah (staff) in traditional
ceremonial Iban costume

The Regional Conference 2003
Dinner held recently at the
Crowne Plaza Riverside,
Kuching was viewed by many
as “short and sweet”. The Guest
of Honour, YB Tan Sri Datuk
Amar Dr. George Chan Hong
Nam, Deputy Chief Minister,
Minister of Finance & Public
Utilities and Minister of Industrial Development, Sarawak,
arrived promptly at 7.45 p.m.
Datuk Marcus Raja, the
Organising Chairman gave an
equally short and sweet welcome speech to 450 delegates,
sponsors and guests of MIA
Sarawak Branch and dinner
commenced at 8.00 p.m. sharp.
YB Dato’ Sri Abang Hj Abdul
Rahman bin Tun Abang Hj
Openg (Minister of Tourism
Sarawak), YB Dato’ Wilson

Guest of Honour, YB Tan Sri Datuk Amar Dr. George Chan and
Deputy State Secretary, YB Dato’ Wilson Baya Dandot arriving at
the conference dinner accompanied by the welcoming committee

Baya Dandot (Deputy State
Secretar y), Manjeet Singh
(CPE Chairman), YBhg Tan
Sri Abdul Khalid Ibrahim
(Kumpulan Guthrie) and

Seated at the VIP table … (L-R) Teo Kin Mia, Branch Treasurer; Si Kiang Seng, Branch
Vice-Chairman; David Tiang, Branch Chairman; Datuk Dr. Marcus Raja, COC Chairman;
YB Dato’ Sri Abang Hj Abdul Rahman bin Tun Abang Hj Openg, Minister of Tourism; YB
Tan Sri Datuk Amar Dr. George Chan Hong Nam, Guest of Honour; Manjeet Singh, CPE
Chairman and YB Dato’ Wilson Baya Dandot, Deputy State Secretary
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YBhg Dato’ Lee Ow Kim
(President of CIMA Malaysia
Division) were some of the
many distingushed guests
present. AT

Sopiah Suid of CIMA Malaysia singing a
duet with Camelia
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Sabah

Working with the IRB

The MIA Sabah Branch Committee recently paid a courtesy
call on Kota Kinabalu’s newly
appointed IRB Director, Tuan
Hj Mohd Idris bin Mamat.
Branch Chairman, Alexandra
Thien and the committee members were warmly welcomed by
the Director and his new team.
Thien reiterated that MIA and
IRB maintained a good working
relationship and would continue
to do so to educate the public.
The IRB Director agreed to coorganise workshops and seminars. Some of the issues discussed at the visit included
IRB’s concerns with the 2004
Self-Assessmnet System, the
problem of non-refunds of overpaid taxes and poor administration at tax filing collection centres. The current income tax
regulation which states that a
company’s estimated profit for
the coming year cannot exceed
the previous year poses difficulties for organisations affected
by the economic downturn.
As a result of the visit, the
Sabah committee is now working with IRB officers of Kota
Kinabalu, Sandakan, Tawau
and Labuan to conduct workshops on How to Fill Borang C
for members and staff of member firms. These workshops
will assist MIA members in-

cluding their staf f and tax
agents to guide the public on
the proper format.
Other activities are also
being lined-up for the rest of
the year. The CPE subcommittee continued with the
evening talks at the branch office in Kota Kinabalu. Kevin

How spoke on MASB 23 to 35 members in July. Members are
requested to watch out for coming events :
9 September

IRB Sabah Workshop on Borang C
Kota Kinabalu

21 September

MIA Sabah Branch Golf Challenge
Borneo Golf & Country Club

18 October

MIA Sabah Branch Annual Dinner
Shangri-La’s Tanjung Aru Resort AT

MIA Sabah Members and IRB officials at the round table

Alexandra Thien presenting a memento to Tuan Hj Mohd Idris bin Mamat

Kevin How speaking on MASB 23
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Members listen attentively at the evening talk
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ACCOUNTANTS TODAY well-received by
MIA Members
Akauntan Nasional
has shed its skin to
emerge as a more
updated, upmarket
publication called
ACCOUNTANTS TODAY . Launched in
July 2003, the new-look ACCOUNTANTS
TODAY is certainly making its readers sit
up and take notice of it as a contemporary
publication reflective of the modern, multitasked, IT-savvy accountant of the new millennium.
We believe the exchange of ideas,
opinions, news and views is crucial if
we are to gain a better insight into the
issues that rule our world and if we
are to change for the better. If you have
a thought to share, good or bad, we
are all ears. We value your feedback,
dear readers because we see you as
our intellectual equals.
Here’s what some of our readers
around the countr y have had to say
about Accountants Today...

“The new name is ok. However, to put the
magazine for sale, there would need to be a
change in the contents since the magazine
simply contains too many of the events in
the Institute which really the public is not
interested in. There must be better quality
articles of current interest in order to entice readers from the other professions”
Nik Mohd Hasyudeen
“ACCOUNTANTS TODAY definitely
brings about a fresh outlook especially a
pretty face on the cover. It did prompt me
to open the magazine and woh!, the contents
are now much more interesting.....”
Chong Kee Hong
“ The name ACCOUNTANTS TODAY is
so very savvy and very eye catchy too. Normally, many of us in the office would not
bother to open the magazine from its cover
upon arrival by post let alone read the magazine. Now, with such a name, we are not only
enthusiastic but somewhat titillated to
check out the magazine (after all, it’s written for the professionals) and to our amaze-

ment the articles contained within the
magazine are so varied, more contemporary
and far far more interesting to read compared to past years. It’s now so evolutionary!”
YS Kok
“I was amazed by the contents of the articles contained within the magazine and the
fresh new look was indeed impressive. The
new name is so “accountant” and really, it
is very much a must read magazine for accountants. Kudos to the Institute!”
Gideon Chan
“The depth of coverage is still first class and
the quality of the writing is as good as ever.
Thanks again and keep up the good work.
Sunny Ng
“The new magazine hit my mailbox on
Saturday and I think the decision to expand
the coverage is a very good one and to keep
up the highest quality of production is a
tremendous achievement.”
Rosemary Tan AT

C O L U M N S news from professional bodies

CIMA Study Focuses on Reporting
Failures — Intangible Assets
Causing Tangible Problems
Company valuations are failing to paint a
true picture to investors because of insufficient understanding and reporting of intangible assets, according to a new report
from CIMA and the Cranfield School of
Management, UK.
Traditional hard assets are no longer the
value creators of a growing number of
listed companies, but intangible assets
such as people, brand and knowledge are
valued inconsistently, says the report.
“Knowledge is business in today’s economic environment,” says CIMA’s Danka
Starovic, one of the authors of the report.
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“Although it is still not possible to assign
monetary values to most internally generated intangible assets, they are a key part
of value creation. Failure to recognise this
leads to inefficient resource allocation and
poor assessment of business opportunities,
while a lack of understanding of intellectual capital by market participants can lead
to a misallocation of resources in terms of
market investments.”
Bernard Marr, co-author and research fellow at the Centre for Business Performance
at Cranfield, agreed : “In our current business climate, intellectual capital is what

gives organisations their competitive edge.
Any organisation that fails to put the management of their intangible value drivers on
the top of their corporate agenda runs the
serious risk of losing out against competitors.”
The report analyses toolkits used by
companies seeking to measure and value
their intellectual capital and highlights the
value that can be created through effective
knowledge management. According to
Starovic, an integrated, strategic approach
in financial reporting is the key to representing the value of intangibles. AT
Note : Understanding Corporate Value : Managing
and Reporting Intellectual Capital, by Danka
Starovic and Bernard Marr, is published by CIMA
in association with Cranfield School of Management. It is available for downloading from the
CIMA website, www.cimaglobal.com (Business
Resources — Knowledge Bank section).
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CIMA’s Programme on Forensic
Accounting is Accredited by KLSE
In a first for CIMA, its training programme
on “Forensic Accounting for Better Corporate Governance — Leading to Enhanced
Public Trust in Financial Reporting” is the
first programme by a professional accounting body to be given CEP accreditation by
the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE).
Directors of public-listed companies are
currently required to attend Continuing
Education Programmes (CEP) as a requirement under Practice Note No. 15/2002 (or
PN15) of the KLSE Listing Requirements.
PN 15 took effect from 1 July 2003.
CIMA’s programme on Forensic Ac-

counting will entitle participants to receive
16 CEP points. The aim of CEP is to ensure
that directors continuously participate in
training that would enhance their knowledge and assist them in the discharge of
their duties as directors.
Under PN 15, directors are required to
accumulate a minimum of 48 CEP points
for each calendar year. The accumulation
of CEP points for the remaining six months
of 2003 is 24 CEP points. In other words,
directors of public-listed companies have up
to 31 December 2004 to accumulate a minimum of 72 CEP points. CEP activities in-

clude seminars, conferences, on-line or distance learning courses, post-graduate
courses and other activities that are relevant
and accredited by the KLSE.
Sopiah Suid, Divisional Director of
CIMA Malaysia Division, said, “CIMA is
proud to have its Forensic Accounting
training programme accredited by KLSE
and we are currently working towards accreditation of our other training programmes as well. As a professional accounting body that trains and qualifies accountants in business, directors of publiclisted companies are assured of the quality of our programmes. Our CEP-accredited programme on Forensic Accounting
will be useful in uncovering fraud and in
the fight against corporate crime.” AT

Outgoing and incoming Director of CPA
Australia Malaysia Division

Ms Tam Kam Peng...Director CPA Australia Malaysia
Division

After ser ving CPA Australia Malaysia
Division for 8 years, Mr Viji Nair retired on
30 June 2003. He was succeeded by Ms Tam
Kam Peng who took office with effect from
1 July 2003.
Nair started in October 1995. Retirement
though is not for him. He hopes to utilise
his years of experience to do new things.
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Mr Viji Nair...retired after 8 years

“There are many more bridges to cross”
said Nair. He also hopes to find new talents
and aptitudes that may have lay dormant
all these years.
When Kam Peng joined CPA Australia on
1 January 2002, she brought along with her
a very long and fruitful experience with the
accounting world. Prior to her joining CPA

Australia, she was with the Malaysian
Accounting Standards Board as Technical
Manager and the Malaysian Institute of
Accountants as Head of Examination.
A member of MIA and CPA Australia, she
has just completed her MBA (e-business)
programme. AT
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News from Professional Bodies

CPA Australia shares experience on
Quality Assurance in Public Practice
with MIA
Ron Metcalf shares some of his experiences
on QA in Public Practice

On 10 June 2003, Ron Metcalf a member
of the Board of Directors and himself a
public practitioner in Perth, was invited
to meet and share his knowledge and experience with the Divisional Council and
Chairman (Lam Kee Soon) and members
of Malaysia Division’s Public Practice
Committee. In support of MIA’s interest

in this area, Metcalf also met with
Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(MIA) officials who were keen to hear
about the practice review process in
Australia. Metcalf is an accredited reviewer of public practice since the inception of the Quality Assurance
programme in Australia in the mid1990’s.
During the meeting, Metcalf related
his own experiences par ticularly in
relation to the following areas :

2 examples of weaknesses revealed by
quality review; and
3 the general response and perception of
Australian practitioners towards quality
review.
MIA shared with him the operational plans
for MIA’s Practice Review Process. Metcalf
provided input and comment on the
Malaysian framework which has been wellreceived in MIA circles.
MIA will soon be making practice review
mandator y for its members especially
those offering auditing services. It is in the
process of educating members on the matter before launching the programme. AT

1 the common pitfalls in carrying out
the quality review;

CLASSIFIEDS

ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT
Requirements
• A recognised Degree and/or Professional qualifications in
Accountancy.
• Minimum 3 years working experience, conversant in preparation
of group accounts and Accounting Standards.
• Able to work under pressure, with tight deadlines and must be
independent.
• Good communication, interpersonal skills and with an analytical
mind.
Responsibility
• To assist the Group Accountant in Head Office's overall financial
and management accounting functions.
Interested candidates are invited to submit their full resume including details of work experience, present and expected salary, photocopies of certificates/testimonials, non-refundable passport-sized
photo and telephone contact number on or before 30 September 2003
to the following address :
The Group Administration & Human Resources Manager
Asia Pacific Land Berhad (4069-K)
P.O. Box 10133, 50764 KUALA LUMPUR
e-mail : dhrmgr@po.jaring.my
Only shortlisted candidates will be notified.
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13th AFA Conference and the 18th
National Conference of Thai
Accountants 2003
The Asean Federation of Accountants (AFA) together
with the Institute of Certified Accountants and Auditors
of Thailand (ICAAT) are co-organising the 13th AFA
Conference and the 18th National Conference of Thai
Accountants 2003 to be held at Sofitel Central Plaza
Bangkok, Thailand on 10 - 11 October 2003. With the
theme, “Making ASEAN the Voice of Global Accounting
Profession’, the conference this year will play a
significant role in strengthening the accountancy
profession in the region. Many of AFA members are
prominent people and are very successful in their fields.
This augurs well for the ASEAN accountancy profession
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For conference registration and inquiries, please
contact the conference secretariat at:
The Institute of Certified Accountants and Auditors
of Thailand (ICAAT)
444/1 Samsen Road, Dusit,
Bangkok 10300 Thailand
Phone: +66 (0) 2668 8071-4
Fax: +66 (0) 2669 7207
Registration forms= can be downloaded from www.afacentral.com and please submit your registration by
September 30, 2003. AT
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registration of accountants and firms M E M B E R S ’ U P D A T E
The following persons are now
entitled to use the word ‘Accountant’ upon their admission to the
Malaysian Institute of Accountants,
in accordance with Section 22 &
23 of the Accountants Act 1967.
CA — Chartered Accountant
AM — Associate Member

Registration of
Accountants
AS AT 1 JULY 2003
JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM
Johor Bahru
Abdul Ghafar Bin Md Yunus
21298/CA
Chew Yoke May
21303/CA
Loe Lie Shan
21259/CA
Low How Hang
21293/CA
Shia Fei Fei
21378/CA
Tey Hock Long
21345/CA
Wong Chu How
21312/CA
Wong Sak Chiew
21292/CA
Yong Wee Kee
21376/CA
Kulai
Fong Wee Kuang
21296/CA
Muar
Lew Tian Fui
21353/CA
Pasir Gudang
Lee Min Min
21387/CA
Mahfuzah Bt Sulaiman
21306/CA
Senai
Chang Yen Tien
21335/CA
Nadzemah Binti Mohd Som
21318/CA
Skudai
Fong Lu Pein
21305/CA
Maisarah Binti Mohamed Saat
21258/AM
Nor Hamimah Binti Mastor
21257/AM
Noriza Binti Mohd Jamal @ Kamar 21256/AM
Ulu Tiram
Lee Kok Jong
21369/CA
Leong Lai Kuan
21368/CA
Ng Kuan Wah
21393/CA
KEDAH DARUL AMAN
Alor Setar
Andrew Lim Hwa Eng
21337/CA
Ong Joo Min
21322/CA
Bedong
Thilagavathy A/P Kandiah
21328/CA
@ Kanniah
NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS
Mantin
Hoe Chaun Wee
21307/CA
Nilai
Haslinda Binti Bakar
21295/CA
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Seremban
Chan Yee Wen
21319/CA
Lim Chooi Lee
21238/CA
Shantimalar A/P Balasingham
21370/CA
Tham Phui Ling
21141/CA
PAHANG DARUL MAKMUR
Bentong
Saraswathy D/O Goindarasay
21229/CA
PERAK DARUL RIDZUAN
Ipoh
Chew Boon Chye
21260/CA
Chong Wai Yoong @ Chong Yew Wai 21402/CA
Taiping
Chua Lay Hoon
21389/CA
Teluk Intan
Then Sheau Jia
21241/CA
PULAU PINANG
Bayan Lepas
Norhashimah Binti Abdul Hamid 21395/CA
Oh Ming Poh
21271/CA
Bukit Mertajam
Ong Choon Heng
21270/CA
Tan Wooi Pheng
21403/CA
Butterworth
Lee Eng Keong
21228/CA
Lee Mei Fong
21362/CA
Gelugor
Tan Chai Ee
21308/CA
Penang
Chong Chi-Ling
21282/CA
Khor Yong Yong
21350/CA
Lim Seok Koon
21394/CA
Marliya Binti Abdul Rashid
21265/CA
Neoh Ai Leen
21285/CA
Tan Joo Cheng
21280/CA
Prai
Goh Khoon Hau
21233/CA
Sin Sing Hoay
21231/CA
SABAH
Kota Kinabalu
Bong Kim Fui
21269/CA
Chan Seng Chee
21371/CA
Chin Chiu Nget
21235/CA
Gan Phin Choe
21273/CA
Joseph Shet Thein Kiong
21363/CA
Julia Lai Shuk Yin
21327/CA
Ling Lim Ping
21347/CA
Lo Fui Jin
21283/CA
Sonia Parmar
21243/CA
Thien Kai Ling
21326/CA
Tong Jiunn Ming
21284/CA
Luyang
Wong Fung Kim
21272/CA
Sandakan
Tan Kung Ming
21364/CA
Wong Zee Shin
21266/CA
SARAWAK
Bintulu
Mokhtar Bin Mat
21349/CA
Kuching
Aris Nasrol Bin Osman
21407/CA
Bong Siu Nam
21234/CA

Sibu
Ngian Hie Yiu
Ting Fong Ping
Ting Siew Huong
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
Ampang
Keong Yew Neng
Latha A/P Ramasamy
Ng Pit Fah
Ng Soon Hin
Suhaila Binti Sairin
Bandar Baru Bangi
Ang Shing Yee
Bandar Putra Permai
Fauziha Binti Samuri
Bangi
Fairuzana Haneem Binti
Mohamed Ali
Hulu Langat
Mohd Adzahar Bin Abdul Wahid
Kajang
Azul Izwan Bin Mohd Akmal
Kamarul Baharin Bin Albakri
Mohd Shafiq Bin Arbian (Arbain)
Neo Lee Inn
Ooi Whui Pin
Klang
Foong Pek San
Ho Kok Sin
Lee Kooi Hoon
Tam Tiong Hui
Petaling Jaya
Ang Chu San
Cha Ping Hong
Cheong Yi-Pui
Chew Lay Kuan
Chong Yee Shyuan
Chuah Soo Huat
Dharmendra Sabai A/L P Nagaiah
Eu Hooi Chuan
Fiona Lim Hooi Kim
Ho Yock Ping
Jason Gong Hwai Chung
June Chew Kooi Sim
Lai Ven-Li
Lam Juen Huey
Lee Ai Vin
Lee Hooi Lim
Lee Li Li
Lim Lai Kean
Lim Mun Ling
Low Wai Keet
Nazreen Binti Ali
Ng Li Yi
Ng Sim Eng
Ng Say Jin
Peter Wong Mun Tuck
Tan Ching Nguk
Teioh Soo Ping
Thean Kim Yen Angeline
Wong Mee Fong
Wong Yee Ping

21297/CA
21339/CA
21344/CA

21301/CA
21332/CA
21401/CA
21380/CA
21311/CA
21320/CA
21267/CA
21406/CA

21313/CA
21309/CA
21330/CA
21286/CA
21377/CA
21263/CA
21317/CA
21400/CA
21386/CA
21336/CA
21255/CA
21240/CA
21245/CA
21343/CA
21250/CA
21239/CA
21230/CA
21358/CA
21351/CA
21247/CA
21405/CA
21391/CA
21397/CA
21277/CA
21316/CA
21383/CA
21355/CA
21392/CA
21374/CA
21373/CA
21324/CA
21227/CA
21276/CA
21236/CA
21325/CA
21352/CA
21357/CA
21372/CA
21248/CA
21278/CA
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Yin Siew Uei
Puchong
Law Tse Kin
Loo Soon Cook
Teoh Hooi Min
Seri Kembangan
Tong Chue Qun
Shah Alam
Chong Chun Shiong
Siti Shamsil Karmid Bt Idris
Yeoh Poh Hoon
Zarina Binti Ghazali
Subang Jaya
Goh Li Wei
Hau Siow Yan
Kit Siang Yang
Sungai Pelek
Chong Wai Sheong
UEP Subang Jaya
Tham Shiau Ling
TERENGGANU DARUL IMAN
Kuala Terengganu
Mohd Kafii Bin Isa
Sharifah Salwa Binti Syed Shafie
WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
Batu Caves
Nor Shahidan Bin Abu Bakar
Kuala Lumpur
Chai Yee Wan
Chak Teck Kong
Chan Kam Mui
Chan Weng Fai
Cheah Yoke Sin
Cheong Chin Yit
Chin Chye Min
Ching Hong Tat
Choy Kum Chiong
Dura Binti Dahlan
Faizul Nizam Bin Ismail
Fan Nam Sze
Faridah Hanim Bt Bukhari
Fauziah Binti Abdullah
Fong Whei Shean
Foong Wai Yee
Kong Kim Heng
Kuar Lim Khie
Laila Kartini Irdawati Bt Hashim
Lee Yoon Sing
Leuk Ching Ching
Lim Fung Sern
Nazarie Bin Ini
Ng Lay Yen
Ng Mun Fai
Ng Tek Seng
Nik Faizanira Bt Nik Mohamed
Affandi
Noor Izatul Hisham Bin Ab. Rahim
Nor Effendi Bin Mokhtar
Norazimah Binti Jamaludin
Ros Hayati Binti Yusoff
Se Yee Wai
Seow Yoke Wei @ Seow Yoke Loong
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21291/CA
21338/CA
21366/CA
21334/CA
21385/CA
21396/CA
21237/CA
21361/CA
21390/CA
21300/CA
21388/CA
21321/CA
21302/CA

Sofia Bt Ibrahim
Syed Yusoff Bin Syed Mahussin
T.Azmil Zahruddin Bin
Raja Abdul Aziz
Tai Ming Ming
Tan Bee Choo
Tan Chow Hee
Tan Li Jin
Tan Li Lee
Teoh Kok Hong
Wong Muh Rong
Wong Sueang Sueang
Yong Voon Fui
SINGAPORE
Kung Guan Seng
Sally Pang

21268/CA
21262/CA
21290/CA
21341/CA
21333/CA
21354/CA
21375/CA
21275/CA
21331/CA
21294/CA
21379/CA
21382/CA

Non-Audit Firms
Registered with MIA

21242/CA
21281/CA

FROM 1 JUNE UNTIL 30 JUNE 2003

21274/CA
21329/CA
21348/CA
21360/CA
21323/CA
21399/CA
21254/CA
21279/CA
21340/CA
21315/CA
21314/CA
21252/CA
21304/CA
21244/CA
21398/CA
21359/CA
21249/CA
21232/CA
21246/CA
21365/CA
21404/CA
21288/CA
21384/CA
21289/CA
21261/CA
21367/CA
21299/CA

PULAU PINANG
NON-AUDIT FIRM NAME
MELAKA

NF NO

Lee Kan Fatt
Chan Hooi Yen
Wong Choong Hay
Gan Lily
J.C. Goyal

3222
5437
10650
14849
15722

NON-AUDIT FIRM NAME
NF NO
WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

L.C. Sim & Co
40-2, Jalan PPM 4
Plaza Pandam Malim
75250 Malim
e-mail : slc@tm.net.my

0394

Nasser Ali & Associates
10 Ground Floor, Block 1
Jalan AU 3/1, Hulu Kelang
54200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-4108 0060

Ismail Musa & Co.
235-4, Suite 1-B
Bangunan Hj. Wahab, Km 5
75050 Semabok
Tel : 06-286 3397 Fax : 06-286 6271
e-mail : imusaco@hotmail.com

0396

Hakim Noh & Co
0399
Level 7, Wisma KFC
17, Jalan Sultan Ismail
52250 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-2715 1005 Fax : 03-2715 0969
e-mail : hakimmn@time.net.my

CPL & Co
33A (Tkt 1), Jalan TTC 15
Taman Teknologi Cheng
75250 Cheng
Tel : 06-336 0337 Fax : 06-336 0332
e-mail : bssec@pd.jaring.my

0398

Audit Firms
Registered with MIA

PULAU PINANG
Boo & Associates
0395
3A(First Floor), Lorong Perda Selatan 1
Bandar Perda
14000 Bukit Mertajam
Tel : 04-621 1636 Fax : 04-621 1646
e-mail : maxwell@pd.jaring.my
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

21226/CA
21346/CA
21253/CA
21310/CA
21356/CA
21381/CA

AS AT 30 JUNE 2003

21287/CA
21264/CA

21251/CA

21342/CA

Resignation of
Accountants

C.L. Tan & Associate
0393
No. 10A, 1st Floor
Jalan SS 2/67
47300 Petaling Jaya
Tel : 03-7877 3388 Fax : 03-7876 3366
e-mail : tancheeluen@yahoo.com.hk

0397

FROM 1 JUNE UNTIL 30 JUNE 2003
AUDIT FIRM NAME
AF NO
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
K K Tan & Co
No. 25-2A, Jalan TKS 4
Taman Kajang Sentral
43000 Kajang
Tel : 012-6901021

1496

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
RW William
J21D, Jade Tower, Og Heights
Jalan Awan Cina
58200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-7784 7278
e-mail : ricktml@tm.net.my

1490
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